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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
_ECEIVED

Date: January 21, 2002 JAN 2 l} ZOO2

To: Muffy Walker '"DEPT OF ECOLOGYUS Army Corps of Engineers-Regulatory Branch
P.O. Box 3755

4735 Marginal Way
Seattle, Washington 98124-2255

From: Jim Kelley, Ph.D.

Subject: Port of Seattle- (1996-4-02325) - Supplemental Information Regarding Wetlands

cc: Elizabeth Leavitt

This memorandum provides additional information relating to several wetland issues associated with the
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport Master Plan Update projects.

1. Evaluation of impacts to hydrologically connected wetlands

The percent loss of hydrologically connected wetlands :in the upper watersheds resulting from the
implementation of the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport Master Plan Update projects is addressed in this
section. The findings of this evaluation are sumrharized in Table 1.

The data summarized in Table 1 was derived from assessments of wetlands in the project area, as presented in
Port of Seattle submittals (including the Wetland Functional Assessment and Impact Analysis report, the
Wetland Delineation Report, and the Cumulative Impact to Wetlands and Streams report) and no-going
review to address agency and public concerns. Wetlands included in this analysis are listed in Attachment A.
Wetlands identified as occurring in the "North End/Headwaters" section occur on Port property (Attachment
B, Figures B1 and B2) north of SR 528 or on private property (near Miller Creek and South 144thStreet in the
City of Burien 1).

1The Corps of Engineers brought this wetland to the attention of the Port in September 2001.
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Table 1. Summary of impacts to wetlands and waters of the U.S. located in the upper watersheds"
of Miller, Walker, and Des Moines Creeks.

Watershed b Total Impact Percent Change
Miller Creek 79.1/112.8 10.48 -9.3/-13.2%

with mitigation "7.18 -6.4/-9.1%c
Walker Creek 36.5 0.26 - 0.7%

Des Moines Creek 59.5 1.29 - 2.2%

Notes:

"The upper watersheds are as follows: upstream of SR 509 for Miller Creek, upstream of Des Moines Memorial
Drive for Walker Creek, and upstream of Borrow Area 1 for Des Moines Creek.

bThe range for the Miller Creek watershed results from including 33.7 acres of Arbor Lake and Burien Lake.
These lacustrine (lake) ecosystems provide many of the physical and ecological functions of wetlands
and are also Waters of the State and US. Lake Reba, Tub Lake, and Northwest Ponds are open water
(aquatic bed, and unconsolidated bottom) palustrine wetlands that are inte_ated into much larger
wetland ecosystems and are also included in the relevant calculations.

_The calculation represents a net impact that accounts for wetland restoration at the Des Moines Way Nursery,
Lora Lake, and Wetland A17 sites (3.30 acres). The restoration of 6.6 acres of prior converted
cropland to jurisdictional wetland at the Vacca Farm site is not included.

The analysis presented in this summary contradicts analysis prepared by Amanda Azous (see letter of July 6,

2001, page 13) where it is reported that 21 percent of the wetlands connected to or adjacent to Miller Creek

would be eliminated by the Master Plan Projects. The discrepancy is in part a result of Ms. Azous' exclusion
of the 19 acres of wetland surrounding Tub Lake (this wetland is described on page 1-19 of the Wetland

Functional Assessment and Impact Analysis Report (Parametrix 2001)). The discrepancy also results from
the fact the recently requested additional mitigation restores 3.3 acres of previously filled wetlands that are

hydrologically connected to the creek.

Where Ms. Azous and ACC expresses concern over impacts to the Miller Creek estuary and nearby Puget

Sound, the wetland impacts to both Miller and Walker Creek watersheds must be combined as the two creeks

confluence upstream of the estuary and Puget Sound. For _his analysis wetlands and waters of the US total
149.5 acres z and a net loss of 7.44 acres (about 5%) of wetlands connected to the creek systems occurs.

2. Adequacy of Wetland Mitigation provided by the Port of Seattle Master Plan Update

Various reviewers have stated that mitigation for the Port of Seattle's Master Plan Update Improvements are
inconsistent with Federal Guidelines and are below local/regional guidelines and practice. Additional

information regarding the Port's mitigation projects that are provided in this section will help you address
these issues.

2 This value underestimates the actual value as it includes only wetlands in the upper watershed and not those
downstream of SR 509 and Des Moines Memorial Drive.
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First, the table in Attachment C compares the Port's mitigation plan to the Army Corps of Engineers
guidelines for Section 404 permits that were recently summarized in RGL 01-1. This comparison shows that
the relevant guidelines regarding development mitigation projects and plans for Secnon 404 permits have
been followed.

Second, an analysis of required mitigation for 38 projects in western Washington (Table 2) shows that the
Port's mitigation projects provide more total mitigation acres than the average project permitted through the
Section 401/404 process (Ecology in Publication 00-06-016, Washington State Wetland Mitigation Evaluation
Study. Phase I Compliance, see Attachment C).

Table 2. Comparison of mitigation as proposed in the NRMP to average mitigation required by Ecology in 38
recent 401 Certifications (as reported in Ecolog), Publication 00-06-016).

DOE Evaluation (Total) NRMP (Total) NRMP (On-site)
Type Acres Ratio Acres Ratio Acres Ratio

(Wetland Impacts) 94.19 - 20.42 20.30
Total Mitigation 561.16 1:6 178.13 1:8.7 112.75 1:5.5
Creation 41.05 1:0.4 29.98 1:1.5 0 0
Restoration 29.1 1:0.3 11.95 1:0.6 11.95 1:0.6
Enhancement 196.9 1:2.1 41.82 1:2.0 22.32 1:1.1
Preservation 253.03 1:2.7 2.35 1:0.I 2.35 1:0.1
Buffer/Upland 41.08 1:0.4 92.03 1:4.5 76.13 1:3.8

The Port's mitigation ratio (expressed as acres of impact to acres of mitigation) is 1:8.7. It includes creation,
restoration (restoration-re-establishment and restoration rehabilitation per RGL 01-1 definitions),
enhancement, preservation, and buffers. These mitigation elements are commonly required of applicants to
mitigate for wetland impacts. According the data, the Port's mitigation plan provides more wetland creation,

more wetland restoration, and more wetland buffers than the overall average of all mitigation projects. The
Port's commitment provides about the same amount of wetland enhancement but less wetland preservation
than the typical project. Overall, the amount of mitigation provided by the Port is over 55 acres (45 percent)
more than the typical project has provided.

Finally, while reviewers have been critical of the Port's incorporation of wetland preservation and wetland/
stream buffers into an ecologically sound mitigation plan, the Washington State Draft Rule (Chapter 173-700
WAC-Wetland Mitigation Banks, Attachment E), in addition to RGL 01-1, indicate that these are sound
mitigation techniques.

3. The National List of Plant Species That Occur in Wetlands

In materials submitted to the Army Corps of Engineers by Ms. Dyanne Sheldon, on behalf of the ACC (see
Declaration of Dyanne Sheldon in Support of Sur-Reply on ACC's motion for Stay, October 10, 2001),

identifies concerns over the use of the Wetland Indicator Status (WIS) and vegetation sampling as a measure
of indirect impacts to wetlands that are located adjacent to the third runway embankment. Specifically, Ms
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Sheldon identifies that the WIS list was developed in the mid-1980's and is a collective "best guess of a small
cadre of botanists" and was not developed by wetland ecologists.

Since the original WIS list was published in 1988, considerable local and national expertise has developed
with regard to wetland ecology, wetland plants, and wetland vegetation. This expertise has been applied to
generate revisions of the 1988 WIS list. The current WIS list reflects the field experience of numerous local
experts, including wetland ecologists. The local Region 9 revisions and review process are documented in the
attached Corps Public Notice:

US Army Corps of Engineers, Seattle District. 1994. 1993 Supplement to National List of Plant
Species that Occur in Wetlands: Northwest (Region 9). Special Informational Public Notice. 31
March 1994. (Attachment F).

The national list and WIS list revision process is discussed in the attached (Attachment G) introduction to:

Reed, P. 1997. Revision of the National List of Plant Species that Occur in Wetlands. US Fish and
Wildlife Service, Washington, D.C. (Attachment B).

4. Effects of Recently Placed Embankment Fill on Wetland Hydrology

In materials submitted to the Army Corps of Engineers by ACC (see Declaration of Amanda Azous in
Support of ACC's Motion for Stay, October 8, 2001 and Declaration of Amanda Azous in Support of Sur-
Reply on ACC's motion for Stay, October 10, 2001), Ms Azous claims that construction activities have altered
the hydrology of wetlands, such that they are becoming increasingly dry. She states that as a result of recent
construction "man), wetlands are substantially drier than they were in 1994...because the Port has altered the
area contributing runoff to many wetlands by stockpiling fill in their watershedf and by clearing forestlands"
(see paragraph 19, page 9 of the 10 October 2001 declaration). As explained in this section, Ms. Azous has
compared unrelated observations of wetland conditions, and her conclusions are thus not correct.

Ms Azous evaluated observations of Wetland 18 and 37 made in 1994 and originally reported in the
Jurisdictional Wetland Determination for Seattle- Tacoma International Airport Master Plan Update (Shapiro
and Associates 1995). Ms. Azous compares these observations to data collected during 2000 and 2001
reported to the ACOE and Ecology in June 2001 (also contained in Appendix L of the Natural Resources
Mitigation Plan (Parametrix, November 2001). The comparison of this data is not valid because the
observations were made at different locations and elevations.

In 1994, the Port and its consultants did not have access to property west of 12 Avenue West. In 1994, by
necessity, hydrologic measurements in wetlands were thus limited to the areas on the east side of 12th Avenue
South. Limited visual observations were made west of 12thAvenue south from the street itself.

The 1994 observations of hydrology represent conditions :in the drainage ditches and swales along 12th
Avenue South (referred to as Water A and portions of Water W the NRMP and other documents).

3The hydrologic effect of fill placement in wetlands is not addressed here as repeated analysis completed by the Port for
Ecology has shown the hydrologic benefits of fill to downslope wetlands.
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Observations were also made in the east portion of Wetland 18. The approximate elevations of these
locations accessible to the Port in 1994 are as follows:

Location Elevation
Wetland 18 at 12thAvenue South 280 feet
Wetland 19 at 12thAvenue South 268 feet
Water A-at Wetland 19 268 feet
Water W and Water A at Wetland 37 256 feet

Ms Azous compares these observations to observations made in later years from different locations, i.e.
monitoring wells located west of 12e Avenue south and west of the project footprint. She compares
observations that are located some 20 -50 feet lower in elevation. Here comparison also includes areas that
are subjected to channelized flow (1994) to areas located outside of channels (2000 and 2001). In addition to
the differences in elevations, the more recently sampled locations range between 420 to over 900 feet west of
the 1994 elevations. These approximate elevations and distances are as follows:

2001 Well Locations Elevation Distance from 1994 point
Well 18-1 232.8 feet 920 feet
Well 18-2 227.4 feet 780 feet
Well 37-1 224 feet 750 feet
Well 37-2 222 feet 420 feet
Well 37-3 222.7 feet 700 feet

The natural and constructed drainage and topographic patterns that control water flow from the upslope areas
on the east side of 12thAvenue are such that surface and shallow groundwater observed there would not be
distributed to the well locations selected by the ACOE for long term monitoring. This condition prevents a
valid comparison of the observation sets.

Clearing of forest vegetation is also claimed to be a factor causing a reduced hydrology to wetlands.
Hydrology literature and models indicate that rain interception and evapotranspiration from forests reduces
the amount of water available to recharge ground and surface water. Literature indicates that the clearing of
forest vegetation generally increases groundwater recharge and runoff. For example, research in forests of the
in the Puget Sound lowlands shows that the annual interception and transpiration by mixed forest vegetation

can be 8 inches (40 percent) higher than that measured in pasture vegetation. 4 Thus, the assumption that
clearing forests reduces the amount of water available to wetlands located in downslope areas is unsupported
by the literature.

4Bauer, H. and M. Mastin. 1997. Recharge from precipitation in ttireesmall glacial-till mantled catchments in the
Puget Sound lowland, Washington. US Geological Survey Water-Resource Investigations Report 96-4219. Tacoma,
Washington.
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Attachment A

WETLANDS IN THE UPPER WATERSHEDS OF MILLER WALKER, AND DES MOINES
CREEKS
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Wetlands in the Upper Watersheds of Miller, Walker, and Des Moines Creeks.

Classification Wetland Area

Wetland Watershed Hydrology HGM USFWS Existin_ Impact
End/Headwaters

Arbor Lake MC Connected L OW 3.70
Lake Burien MC Connected L OW 30.00

144th MC Connected R SS/EM 2.00
N 1 MC Isolated D S 0.14

N2 MC Connected D F 0.72
N3 MC Connected D F/E/SS/OW 19.21

N4 MC Isolated D E 0.68
N5 MC Isolated D S 0.38

N6 MC Isolated D E 0.00
N7 MC Connected S F 0.33

N9, N10 MC Connected S E/F 0.86
N11 MC Isolated D F 0.26
N12 MC Isolated D F 0.28

N13 MC Isolated D F 0.26

N14 MC Isolated D F 0.65
L1 MC Isolated D S 0.05

Subtotal 59.52

Employee Parking Lot Area
1 MC Isolated S F 0.07
2 MC Connected S F 0.73

Subtotal 0.80

Safety Area Extension
3 MC Connected S F 0.56

4 MC Connected S F 5.00 0.14

5 MC Connected S F/SS 4.63
6 MC Connected D SS 0.86

Subtotal 11.05

Runway Project Area
Airfield

7 MC Connected D F/OW/E 6.68

8 MC Connected D SS/E 4.95
9 MC Connected S F/E 2.83 0.03

10 MC Connected S SS 0.31
11 MC Connected S F/E 0.50 0.50

12 MC Connected S F/E 0.21 0.21
13 MC Connected S E 0.05 0.05
14 MC Isolated S F 0.19 0.19

Airfield
15 MC Connected S E 0.28 0.28

16 MC Isolated D E 0.05 0.05
17 MC Isolated D E 0.02 0.02

18 MC Connected S F/SS/E 3.56 2.84

19 MC Connected S F 0.56 0.56

20 MC Connected S SS/E 0.57 0.57
21 MC Connected S F 0.22 0.22

22 MC Connected S SS/E 0.06 0.06
23 WC Isolated D E 0.77 0.77
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- Wetlands in the Upper Watersheds of Miller, Walker, and Des Moines Creeks.

Classification Wetland Area

Wetland Watershed Hydrology HGM USFWS Existm$ Impact
24 WC Isolated D E 0.14 0.14
25 WC Isolated D F 0.06 0.06

26 WC Isolated D E 0.02 0.02

W1 MC Isolated D E 0.10 0.10
W2 MC Isolated D F/E 0.22 0.22

MC Connected CH 0.02

Vacca Farm Site
FW1 MC Connected D,R FW 0.03

FW2 MC Connected D,R FW 0.09
FW3 MC Connected D,R FW 0.59

FW5 MC Connected D,R FW 0.08 0.15
FW6 MC Connected D,lq" FW 0.07
FW8 MC Connected D,R FW 0.03
FW9 MC Connected D FW 0.01

FW10 MC Connected D,R FW 0.02
FW 11 MC Connected D FW 0.11
Ala MC Connected S SS 0.07

MC Connected CH 0.02

West Acquisition Area
35 MC Connected S F/E 0.67 0.67
37 MC Connected S F/E 5.73 4.09
39 MC Connected S F/SS/E 0.90

40 MC Isolated D SS 0.03 0.03
41 MC Isolated D E/OW 0.44 0.44

43 WC Connected D F/SS/E 33.43
44 WC Connected S F/SS 3.08 0.26

A1 MC Connected D, R F/SS/E 4.59 0.59
A2 MC Connected D,R SS 0.05
A3 MC Connected D,R SS 0.01

A4 MC Connected D,R SS 0.03
A5 MC Isolated D E 0.03 0.03
A6 MC Isolated S F 0.16 0.16

A7 MC Isolated S F 0.30 0.30
A8 MC Isolated S F/SS 0.38 0.38

A9 MC Isolated S SS 0.04
A10 MC Isolated S SS 0.01
A 11 MC Isolated S SS 0.02

A12 MC Isolated S SS 0.I 1 0.08
A13 MC Isolated S F 0.12

A 14 MC Connected S F/S S/E 0.19
A15 MC Isolated D E 0.04
A16 MC Isolated D SS/E 0.09

A17 MC Connected S F/SS/E 2.66
A18 MC Isolated D SS 0.01 0.01

A 19 MC Isolated D E 0.04

Lora Lake MC Connected L OW 3.06

MC Connected CH 0.33

Riparian Wetlands
R1 MC Connected R E 0.17 0.13
R2 MC Connected R SS/E 0.12
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Attachment A - Wetlands in the Upper Watersheds of Miller, Walker, and Des Moines Creeks.

Classification Wetland Area

Wetland Watershed Hydrology HGM USFWS Existm_ Impact
R3 MC Connected R SS 0.02
R4 MC Connected R E 0.11

R4b MC Connected R F/E 0.11
R5 MC Connected R E 0.05

R5b MC Connected R F/E 0.07
R6 MC Connected R F/E 0.21

R6b MC Connected R E 0.09

R7 MC Connected R F/E 0.04

R7a MC Connected R E 0.04
R8 MC Connected R SS/E 0.40

R9 MC Connected R F 0.38
R9a MC Connected R F/SS/E 0.74
R10 MC Connected R SS 0.04
R11 MC Connected R E 0.42

R12 MC Connected R F 0.03
R13 MC Connected R E 0.12
R 14a MC Connected R SS/E 0.13

R14b MC Connected R E 0.08

R15a MC Connected R F/SS/E 0.79
R15b MC Connected R F/E 0.25
R17 MC Connected R F 0.31

Subtotal 84.76
Borrow Area 1

32 DMC Isolated D E 0.09

48 DMC Isolated S F/E 1.58
B1 DMC Isolated D F/SS 0.27

B4 DMC Connected S SS 0.07
B11 DMC Isolated D E 0.18

B12 DMC Connected D SS 0.63 0.18
B13 DMC Connected S F 0.33

B14 DMC Isolated D SS/E 0.78 0.07
B 15 DMC Isolated D SS 2.05 0.78

DMC Isolated CH 0.01

Subtotal 5.99
Borrow Area 3

29 DMC Isolated D F 0.74

30 DMC Isolated D F/SS 0.88
B5 DMC Isolated D F/SS 0.08

B6 DMC Isolated D F/SS 0.55

B7 DMC Isolated D F/SS 0.03
B9 DMC Isolated S F 0.05

B 10 DMC Isolated S F 0.02

51 DMC Connected D,R F 16.23
Subtotal 18.58

South Aviation Support Area (SASA)/I'yee Valley Golf Course
28 DMC Connected D, R SS/E/OW 35.45 0.07
52 DMC Connected D, R F/SS/E 4.70 0.54

53 DMC Isolated S F 0.60 0.60
G1 DMC Isolated S E 0.05 0.05
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- Wetlands in the Upper Watersheds of Miller, Walker, and Des Moines Creeks.

Classification Wetland Area

Wetland Watershed Hydrology HGM USFWS Existing Impact
G2 DMC Isolated S E 0.02 0.02
G3 DMC Connected S E 0.06 0.06

G4 DMC Isolated S E 0.04 0.04
G5 DMC Isolated S E 0.87 0.87
G6 DMC Isolated D E 0.01

G7 DMC Connected S F/SS 0.50 0.50

G8 DMC Connected S E 0.04
WH DMC Connected D OW 0.25

DMC DMC Connected D, R F/SS/E 1.08
Subtotal 43,67

Industrial Waste System (IWS) Area
IWS DMC Isolated S F 0.67

South Aviation Support Area - Detention Pond
E1 DMC Isolated D F 0.23
E2 DMC Isolated D F 0.04 0.04

E3 DMC Isolated D F 0.06 0.06
Subtotal 0.33

Other (SR 509 EIS)
B DMC Isolated D F/SS/E 6.60
C DMC Connected D SS 0.10

M DMC Connected D SS 0.10
Subtotal 6.80

Abreviations:

Basins Hydrology
MC = Miller Creek Connected- channel or short culvert connection

WC = Walker Creek to a stream, or riparian

DMC = Des Moines Creek Isolated - no connection to a stream or long culvert
connection (>1,000 ft) to a stream

HGM Classification Cowardin Classification

D - Depression F- Palustrine Forested

S - Slope SS - Palustrine Scrub-Shrub

R - Riparian setting E - Palustrine Emergent
CH - drainage channel OW- Palustrme ()pen Water

AR 031558
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Attachment C

COMPARISON OF MASTER PLAN UPDATE MITIGATION TO RGL 01-1 GUIDELINES

And

REGULATORY GUIDANCE LETTER 01-1
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REGULATORYGUIDANCE ,
US Army Corps LETTER _,
of Engineers. ,

No. 01ol Date: 31 October 2001

SUBJECT: Guidance for the Establishment and Maintenance of Compensatory Mitigation

Projects Under the Corps Regulatory Program Pursuant to Section 404(a) of the Clean Water Act
and Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899

1. Purpose and applicabiliW

a. Purpose. Corps permits issued under Section 404(a) of the Clean Water Act or Section

10 of the Rivers and Harbors A_t of 1899 routinely contain conditions that relate to compensatory

mitigation for resources that are going to be adversely affected or lost as a result of a permitted

activity. The Corps is strongly committed to protection of the overall aquatic environment on a

watershed basis, including fully mitigating authorized impacts to all aquatic resources, including
wetlands. As discussed in the National Research Council (NRC) report, Compensating for Wetland

Losses Under the Clean Water Act, (June, 2001), the Corps must increase the effectiveness and

compliance of mitigation required for authorized impacts to the aquatic environment, including
wet!ands. This guidance letter provides direction concerning factors that affect compensatory

mitigation success in a variety of contexts. This guidance adopts definitions that were developed
for use in accounting for the types of mitigation used in Federal efforts to meet the national no

overall net loss policy and to account for projects designed solely to increase the nation's wetland

base. These terms were published on the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service web page in July 2000, for

use in reporting gains and losses by Federal resource management agencies.

The guidance also adopts the use of_e terms "credit" and "debit". Acres have traditionally been

used as the standard measure in discussions of compensatory mitigation as it relates to the national
no overall net loss policy. This is primarily due to the difficulty in finding one standard for

quantifying the different functional components considered during the evaluation of the ecological
and physical parameters required for decision-making. The use of an accounting system based on
credits and debits aIiows the program to demonstrate comparability of the mitigation being required

for authorized impacts. The terms may change as methods and techniques evolve to better describe
the relationship between an adverse effect and the compensatory mitigation required to offset or

reduce that adverse effect. Nevertheless, the concepts embodied in the guidance below are intended

to fully support the national no overall net loss policy for wetlands and to provide a basis for
formulating decisions that will more effectively and fully mitigate impacts to other aquatic
resources, such as flowing streams.

b. Applicability. This guidance applies to compensatory mitigation proposals submitted
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for approval on or after the effective date of_is guidance and to those in the early stages of

planning or development. These policies are not retroactive for mitigation projects that have
already received approval.

4
2. General Considerations.

All mitigation required by the Corps should be based on a consideration of regional aquatic resource
requirements. Districts should take an ecosystem approach to the formulation of compensatory

mitigation projects considering the resource needs of immediate and nearby watersheds. Mitigation
that includes a mix of habitats such as open water (e.g., streams) as well as wetlands and adjacent

uplands is normally more ecologically sustainable.

a. Debit/Credit assessment. The evaluation of adverse effects should be undertaken with

a view toward being able to assign an identified debit to be offset by a credit. The method for
assessing debits should be comparable to the method used for assigning credits. Corps regulatory

program project managers are responsible for using district-approved methods (e.g., the
Hydrogeomorphic Approach or acre-for-acre ratios) for assessing and assigning credits or debits in

terms of amount, type and location. The definitions for "debit" and "credit" are provided (see
attached definitions document).

b. Role of preservation. Credit may be given when existing wetlands and/or other aquatic

resources are preserved (protected/maintained) in conjunction with establishment, restoration,
rehabilitation, and enhancement activities and when it is demonstrated that the preservation wiI1

augment the functions of the established, restored, rehabilitated or enhanced aquatic resource. Such
augmentation may be reflected in the amount of credit attributed to the entire mitigation project. In

addition, the permanent preservation of existing wetlands and/or other aquatic resources may be
authorized as the sole basis for generating credits in mitigation projects. In either case,

consideration must be given to whether wetlands and/or other aquatic resources proposed for
preservation perform physical, chemical and/or biological functions, the preservation of which is

important to the region in which the mitigation site will be located. Aquatic areas, including

wetlands, that are preserved as mitigation should also be under some documented level oftkreat for
development, which is the case for most privately held wetlands or other aquatic areas.

e. Inclusion of upland areas. Credit may be given for the inclusion of upland areas

occurring within a compensatory mitigation project to the degree that the protection and
management of such upland areas is an enhancement of aquatic functions and increases the overall
ecological functioning of the mitigation project (e.g., vegetated buffers or a mix of habitats).

d. Vegetated buffers. Compensatory. mitigation plans for projects in or near streams or
other open waters should normally include a requirement for the establishment and maintenance of

vegetated buffers next to open waters on the project site. In many cases, vegetated buffers will be

the only compensatory, mitigation required and may be wetland, upland or a composite mix of the
two. Vegetated buffers should normally consist of native species. The width of the vegetated
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buffers should be determined based on documented water quality oraquatic habitat loss concerns.
Vegetated buffers need not be required to be as wide as some technical literature would suggest t

since the literature addresses the pre-human colonization of North America. Normally, vegetated
buffers will be 50 feet wide or less on each side of a stream or other open water area. All vegetated _

buffers should be designed to provide water quality or aquatic habitat functions (e.g., shading,
habitat for animals that require aquatic and adjacent upland areas as habitat) and ecological, value.

e. Use of in-kind vs. out-of-kind mitigation. In the interest of achieving functional

replacement, in-kind compensation of aquatic resource impacts will often be appropriate. However,

because compensatory mitigation decisions should take into account the functions of the aquatic
environment, including wetlands, within both the landscape mosaic as well as a watershed context,

out-of-kind compensation may also be appropriate. Out-of-kind compensation should be
practicable and environmentally equal or preferable to in-kind compensation (i.e., of equal or

greater ecological vatue to a particular region). However, non-tidal aquatic areas including wetlands

should typically not be used to compensate for the loss or degradation of tidal aquatic areas
including wetlands, nor should the reverse be true. Decisions to require or allow out-of-kind

mitigation are made on a case-by-case basis during the permit evaluation process and should also

consider the location (e.g., surrounding land uses). Such decisions are usually based on the amount

of debits assigned to the impact site in comparison to the credits assigned to the compensatory
action (e.g., loss of a degraded site associated with the restoration of a particularly vulnerable or
valuable aquatic habitat type).

f. Mitigation ratios. The Corps regulatory program allows for the use of ratios in
determining the amount of compensation requiredwhen there is a difference between the kind of

aquatic resource being impacted and the kind of mitigation being required. Ratios must be based on

an identifiable rationale (e.g., use of an assessment methodology, rationale based on a regional

aquatic resource context, or a case-by-case rationale briefly described in the decision document).
Other factors affecting mitigation ratios include temporal iosses between the time of impact and the

time the mitigation site achieves a fully functional levet and the likelihood of mitigation success.

All use of ratios should be to ensure that the underlying policy of offsetting the authorized impacts
will occur.

g, Types of compensatory mitigation. The types of mitigation projects used in
compensating for the loss of aquatic resources including wetland impacts are listed below. A

definition for each type of compensatory, mitigation project is provided in the attached definitions
document. The current view is that restoration efforts provide the best potential for success in terms

of providing functional compensation; however, each type of mitigation has utility and may be used

as compensatory mitigation. When assigning credit for a particular type or mix of mitigation types
within a mitigation project, the credit for the entire mitigation project should be compared to the
debit(s) formulated for the impact(s) being authorized.

1. Establishment
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2. Restoration (includes re-establishment and rehabilitation)
3. Enhancement
4. Protection/Maintenance.

4
h. Timing of mitigation construction. Financial and ecological considerations play

important roles in mitigation project development. It is generally appropriate, in cases where there
is adequate financial assurance and/or where the likelihood of success of the project is high, to allow

an impact to occur before the mitigation plan is implemented. In this regard, the following
minimum requirements should normally be satisfied prior to any construction in aquatic areas under

an issued permit: (1) the mitigation plans have been approved; (2) the mitigation project site has

been secured; (3) a permanent source of adequate water is available; and (4) the appropriate
financial assurances have been established. In addition, initial physical and biological

improvements should typically be completed no later than the first full growing season following

impacts to the aquatic environment by issuance of a permit. If that is not practicable, then
additional compensatory mitigation or other measures that reduce the risk of failure should be

considered as part of the mitigation plan (e.g., use of a higher mitigation ratio or increased financial

assurance). For compensatory mitigation involving in-lieu-fee arrangements or mitigation banking
agreements, the guidance applicable to those forms of mitigation must be followed. After-the-fact

mitigation may be required where permits are issued in response to emergencies or to resolve an

enforcement action. If a mitigation project is implemented and documented to be successful before
the impacts occur from an authorized project, the mitigation ratio necessary to offset the authorized

impacts could be reduced, because there would be no temporal loss or risk for the success of the
mitigation.

i. Watershed/holistic approach for mitigation. Increasingly, the Corps is taking a
watershed approach in the regulatory program• Mitigation projects are most successful if a holistic

approach is taken where a variety of aquatic resource types are protected in a mitigation project
(whether mitigation bank; in-lieu fee, or project-specific mitigation), including open water, wetland
and upland mixes. Where such mix of ecological factors is :included in the mitigation, all of those

features (open water, wetland, and upland resources which add to the aquatic functions) should be
included in the "credits" established.

3. Compensatory mitigation project development

a. Compensatory. mitigation plans. The compensatory, mitigation plan should describe in

detail the physical, biological andlegal characteristics of the..project, and how the project will be
established and operated. Compensatory mitigation proposals submitted with permit applications or
nationwide permit pro-construction notices may be either conceptual or detailed depending on how

much mitigation credit is needed to ensure the project has minimal impact to the aquatic resource

and depending on the reiiability of the parties implementing the mitigation to successfully follow
through on the effort. However, careful consideration of each component should ensure consistency
and enforceability of mitigation plans.
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At a minimum, the components listed below should be considered and included in the mitigation

plan and/or special permit conditions. A definition for each component is provided in the attached
definitions document.

1. Baseline Information; '

2. Goals of the Mitigation;
3. Mitigation Work Plan;
4. Success Criteria;

5. Monitoring Plan;

6. Contingency Plan;
7. Site Protection;
8. Financial Assurances;

9. Responsible party for long-term maintenance.

b. Siting compensatory, mitigation projects. The selection of a site for a compensatory
mitigation project requires consideration of numerous factors including, but not limited to, the

following:

1. Geographic location. A mitigation project should generally be located within

the area (e.g., watershed, county)' where a project can reasonably be expected to provide appropriate
compensation for the impacts to aquatic resources, including wetlands, under consideration.

Mitigation in nearby watersheds may be appropriate and the rationale for this determination should
be provided in the mitigation plans. The further removed geographically from the authorized

impact the mitigation site is located, the more care must be taken to ensure that the mitigation will
reasonably offset the authorized impacts. Ratios should generally increase as the distance between

the impact and mitigation sites increase.

2. Air traffic. Compensatory mitigation projects that have the potential to attract

waterfowl and other bird species that might pose a threat to aircraft should not be sited within the

limits specified by the Federal Aviation Administration Ad'_isory Circular on Hazardous Wildlife
Attracts on or near Airports (AC No: 150/5200-33, 5/i/97) currently 10,000 feet from the airport
and 5 statue miles if the attractant may cause hazardous wildlife movement into or across the

approach or departure airspace.

c. Use of off-site compensatory mitigation vs. on-site compensatory mitigation. The
Corps will carefully consider the use of off-site mitigation, particularly for habitat mitigation such
as many wetland mitigation projects. This is particularly important when there is no practicable

opportunity for on-site compensation, or when use of an off-site mitigation project is

environmentally preferable to on-site mitigation. The 2001 NRC report on mitigation in the Corps

Regulatory Program found that on-site mitigation may not be appropriate because of hydrologic

alterations and development on-site which could compromise the quality of the mitigation. On-site
mitigation is appropriate for vegetated buffers adjacent to open waters and water quality features

such as storm water ponds.
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d. Agency roles and coordination. The Corps will often choose to coordinate proposed

mitigation plans with the Environmental Protection Agency, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, the
National Marine Fisheries Service, and/or the Natural Resources Conservation Service for technical "4

adequacy. Inaddition, it is appropriate for representatives fi:om tribal, state, and local regulato_

and resource agencies to participate where an agency has authorities and/or mandates directly

affecting or affected by the establishment, use or operation of a project. The opportunity for
interagency review of the mitigation plan should be commensurate with the form of authorization

being contemplated and the scope of the mitigation requirement (e.g., most nationwide permit

compensatory mitigation plans only require review by the Corps). In all cases, however, the Corps
will determine the amount and type of compensatory mitigation required by the permit _o offset the

impacts to be authorized, taking into consideration the other agencies' comments. Tribal, state and

local rules and/or laws may independently require more or less mitigation than the Corps requires,
but those rules or laws have no legally binding effect on the Corps (unless incorporated as a

condition of a Section 401 water quality certification or comparable legal document)

e. Public review and comment. The public should be notified of, and have an opportunity
to comment on, all proposed mitigation bank or in-lieu-fee arrangements during the development

process. Compensatory mitigation projects associated with ,standard permit applications should be
made available for public comment to the extent practicable within the evaluation process (i.e., if

the applicant provides a mitigation plan with the application it should be included in the public
notice). However, a mitigation plan is not required for issuance of a public notice. If the mitigation

plan is detailed, a synopsis may be included in the public nozice and detailed plans made available
for inspection at the office. For forms of authorization other than standard permits, the opportunity

to comment should be based on the scope and potential for impacts to the aquatic resource.

f. Role of the permit applicant. Permit applicants may propose the use of mitigation
banks, in-lieu fee arrangements, or separate activity-specific compensatory mitigation projects. For

individual permits, the Corps will accept the applicant's proposed mitigation if the Corps

, determines that the proposed mitigation is appropriate and sufficiem (i.e., in or reasonably close to
the impact area watershed and sufficient to offset the impacts on a functional basis). For regional

general permits associated with Special Area Management Plans or other watershed planning tools,
the Corps can identify specific mitigation requirements (e.g., mitigation bank or in lieu fee

arrangement). This approach allows the Corps to take a watershed approach in regulating and
mitigating impacts.

g. Party responsible for compensatory mitigation project success. Atl permits that
require compensatory mitigation will contain a provision that specifies the party responsible for

planning, accomplishing and maintaining the mitigation project. The Corps, in accordance with the
success criteria established for the project, will make the determination of project success.
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4. Management of compensatory, mitigation project sites, t

a. Management and protection.

1. Real estate interests. The wetlands, uplands and/or other aquatic resources in a

mitigation project should be permanently protected with appropriate real estate instruments (e.g.,
conservation easements, deed restrictions, transfer of title to Federal or state resource agencies or

non-profit conservation organizations). The Corps may require third party monitoring if necessary

to insure permanent protection. In no case will the real estate provisions require a signature by a
Corps official. Also, the Corps cannot hold deed restrictions on any property. The real estate

provisions will not commit the Corps to any interest in the property in question, unless proper
statutory authority is identified that authorizes such an arrangement.

2. Funding. The permittee or party responsible for accomplishing and maintaining
the mitigation project, including contingency funds for adaptive management, is responsible for

securing adequate funds to accomplish those responsibilities associated not only with the

development and implementation of the project, but also its long-term management and protection.

3. Enforcement. All mitigation required by Corps permits is permanent unless
otherwise noted in the permit document. The Corps may take enforcement action even after the
identified monitoring period has ended.

b. Monitoring requirements. The permirtee or tJ:e party responsible for accomplishing

and maintaining the mitigation project is responsible for monitoring the mitigation project in
accordance with monitoring provisions identified in the project plan. Monitoring plans and the

frequency of reporting will be designed to allow the Corps to determine the level of success and
identify problems requiring remedial action. Monitoring will be required for an adequate period of

time, normally 5-10 years, to ensure success.
A

c. Remedial action. The project plan should stipulate the general procedures for
identifying and implementing remedial measures on a mitigation project. The Corps will determine
the need for remediation.

5. Duration. This guidance remains effective unless revised or rescinded.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

Encl ROBERT H. GRIFFIN
I

J Brigadier General, U.S. Army

Director of Civil Works

i

I
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Definition of Terms
I

1. Baseline Information: The mitigation plan should include a written statement which

defines the location, size, type, functions and amount of debit associated with the aquatic and '_

other resources to be impacted and the amount of credit resulting from the mitigation project. '
This baseline information should include a description of the location of the proposed mitigation

site in relation to the aquatic resource area to be impacted. Baseline information may include

quantitative sampling data for both the proposed mitigation site and the project impact area. In
addition, the size (e.g., acreage of wetlands, length and width of streams) and timing of the
mitigation should be articulated clearly.

2. Goals of the mitigation: The mitigation plan should include a written statement of

environmental goals and objectives. The goals should discuss the aquatic resource type (e.g.,
Hydrogeomorphic (HGM) class of wetlands or Rosgen class for streams) and the functions of the

aquatic resources anticipated to be impacted and to be developed at the mitigation site(s). For
example, for tidal wetlands, mitigation may be designed to replace lost finfish and shellfish

habitat, lost estuarine production, or lost water quality functions associated with tidal backwater
flooding.

3. Resource Comparison:

a. Credit. A unit of measure (e.g., functional capacity units in HGM) representing the

gain of aquatic functions at a compensatory mitigation site; the measure of function is typically
indexed to the number of acres of resources restored, established, enhanced, rehabilitated or

protected/maintained as compensatory mitigation.

b. Debit. A unit of measure (e.g., functional capacity units in HGM) representing the
loss of aquatic functions at an impact or project site; the measure of function is typically indexed
to the number of acres lost or impact by issuance of the permit.

J

4. Mitigation Work Plan: The mitigation work plan should include detailed written

specifications and descriptions of the work to be performed, including, but not limited to:

a. Boundaries of proposed restoration, establishment, enhancement, rehabilitation or

protected'maintained areas (e.g., maps and drawings);

b. Replacement ratios developed consistent with the known difficulty and risk of

replacement. The risk of mitigation failure is greater where the source and frequency of
hydrology are uncertain and/or where a greater plant diversity is required. Therefore, these

mitigation projects may require a higher ratio than those aquatic systems with greater
predictability;

c. Construction methods, timing and sequence;
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d. Data indicating historic and existing hydrology,, stream bottomand/or soil conditions; 1

e. Source of water supply and connections to existing waters and proximity to uplands. !

In some areas, a water budget may also be necessary;

f. Elevations of existing ground at mitiganon site;

g. Plant materials and scheme for planting;

h. Methods and times of year for planting;

i. Plans for control of exotic vegetation;

j. Elevation(s) and slope(s) of the proposed mitigation area to ensure they conform with

required elevation for target plant species. Survey data indicating final elevations of the area(s)
to be planted should be provided prior to commencement of planting;

k. Erosion control measures to prevent upland erosion into site are indicated;

1. Stream or other open water geomorphology and features such as riffles and pools,
bends, deflectors, etc.;

m. A plan outlining the short and long term management and maintenance of the
mitigation site.

5. Ecologically based success criteria: Written criteria will be developed to measure success
of the compensatory mitigation and included in the permit. The success criteria will be used to
determine if the mitigation is in compliance with the terms and conditions of the permit. The

criteria may set specific quantitative measurements that mus_ be met (e.g., a minimum duration

of soil saturation based on groundwater well data, 80 percent vegetative cover by target species
by the end of the second growing season). The criteria can also be based on reference sites and

should provide the flexibility to allow, when environmentally desirable, unanticipated
necessary

changes (e.g., natural stream channei adjustments or long-term drought conditions). This

flexibility is critical because mitigation projects do not benefit from continuous requirements to

replant target species that cannot survive in the restored, established or enhanced aquatic area as
designed. Changing plant species or the physical design parameters should be undertaken early

in the mitigation phase when remediation is required. Criteria for the operation of mitigation

sites should be based on the following (the detail will depend on the size and ecological
importance of the mitigation area):

a. Consider the hydrogeomorphic and ecological landscape and climate. Because
landscapes have natural patterns that provide for sustainable levels of functions of individual
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aquatic areas including wetlands, permittees should locate mitigation sites in the comparable

hydrogeomorphic class and/or the appropriate landscape setting. Sites with nearby wetlands will t

have natural recruitment sources for plants and animals resulting in more overall sustalnability.
-,!

b. Adopt a dynamic landscape perspective. Mitigation site locations should be made

resilient to disturbances tha_ occur in the surrounding landscapes by, for example, preserving

large buffers and connectivity to other aquatic areas and tapping into surrounding natural
processes and energies.

c. Restore or develop naturally variable hydrological conditions. The hydrology of
naturally occurring wetlands and other aquatic areas often fluctuates in water level, flow

distribution, and frequency and this .variability should translate to mitigation sites. Preferably,
hydrology should be restored without reliance on human intervention (e.g., pumping water) that
requires continua1 maintenance.

d. Whenever possible, choose restoration over establishment. Restoration generally is
more feasible and sustainable than establishment and has a greater likelihood of success.
Restoration includes rehabilitation (e.g., removal of a chronic source of sediment to a stream
with an excessive bedioad).

e. Avoid over-engineered structures. Mitigation projects should be designed to require
minimal long-term maintenance.

f. Pay particular attention to appropriate planting elevation, depth, soil type and
seasonal timing and depth, duration and timing of water delivery.

g. Provide appropriately heterogeneous topography. Microtopography and topographic
variation are needed to promote appropriate hydroperiods that plants and animals depend on for

survival. Use adjacent or nearby natural systems as models; for aquatic elevations and flooding
regimes. Require as-built survey data froro sites where changes in topographic elevations are
proposed as part of the mitigation plan.

h. Pay attention to subsurface conditions, including soil and sediment geochemistry and
physics, soil compaction, groundwater quantity and quality, and infaunal communities. An

understanding of soil permeability, texture and stratigraphy is needed before mitigation takes
place. Also, the chemical structure of soils, surface water, groundwater and tides will affect the

long-term outcome of a mitigation site. If practical, use the topsoil from the impacted wetlands
for construction of the new wetland, as it will contain a hydrophytic vegetation seed bank.

i. Consider complications associated with wetland and other area estabIishment or

restoration in seriously degraded or disturbed sites. Disturbances associated with degraded

wetlands in developed areas (e.g., subdivisions) can result in the extensive invasion by exotic
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species requiring active long-term management to support native species and maintain natural

processes. P

j. Require early monitoring as part of adaptive management. Mitigation should i

incorporate a monitoring program that provides early indications of problems such as exotic '
plant infestations integrated with an adaptive management process.

k. Take a holistic watershed approach when requiring mitigation. Typically, a mix of

habitats, including not only wetlands, streams and other open waters but also uplands, should be
considered.

6. Contingency Plan: A contingency plan should be provided to allow for mid-course
corrections, if necessary. A performance bond will be considered and implemented if

appropriate.

7. Site Protection: A written discussion of the means of protecting the mitigation area(s) will
be developed and the permit conditioned accordingly. Methods include, but are not limited to,

conservation easements, deed restrictions, preservation areas, etc. Generally, conservation

easements held by state or local government, other Federal agencies such as the Fish and

Wildlife Service, or non-governmental groups such as The Nature Conservancy or land trusts, are

preferable to deed restrictions. Using homeowner's associations as the grantee in a deed
restriction or conservation easement or simply relying on rules that govern homeowner's
associations has had mixed results nationwide. Consequently, homeowner's associations should

be used for these purposes only in exception circumstances.

8. Financial Assurances: Sufficient funds or other financial assurances need to be present to

cover contingency actions in the event of default by the party responsible for mitigation success
or failure to meet the success criteria. Accordingly, projects posing a greater risk of failure (e.g.,

no naturally occurring hydrology) should have comparatively higher financial sureties in place

than those where the likelihood of success is more certain. This is especially important in
situations where the impacts occur prior to construction and complete functioning of the

mitigation site. Financial assurances may be in the form of performance bonds, irrevocable
trusts, escrow accounts, casualty insurance, letters of credit, legislatively enacted dedicated funds

fbr government operated banks or other approved instruments. Such assurances may be phased-
out or reduced, once it has been demonstrated that the project is functionally mature and/or self-
sustaining in accordance with success criteria.

9. Mitigation Types: These are standard definitions for wetlands. Similar criteria and

approaches should be used for streams and other open water areas.

a. Establishment: The manipulation of the physical, chemical, or biological

characteristics present to develop a wetland on an upland or deepwater site, where a wetland did
not previously exist. Establishment results in a gain in wetland acres.
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b. Restoration: The manipulation of the physical, chemical, orbiological I
characteristics of a site with the goal of returning natural/historic functions to a former or

degraded wetland. For the purpose of tracking net gains in "wetland acres, restoration is divided 4.
into:

1. Re-establishment: The manipulation of'the physical, chemical, or biological

characteristics of a site with the goal of returning natural/historic functions to a former wetland.
Re-establishment results in rebuilding a former wetland and results in a gain in wetland acres.

2. Rehabilitation: The manipulation of the physical, chemical, or biological

characteristics of a site with the goal of repairing natural/historic functions of a degraded

wetland. Rehabilitation results in a gain in wetland function but does not result in a gain in
wetland acres.

c. Enhancement: The manipulation of the physical, chemical, or biological

characteristics of a wetland (undisturbed or degraded) site to heighten, intensify,, or improve

specific function(s) or to change the growth stage or composition of the vegetation present.
Enhancement is undertaken for a specified purpose(s) such as water quality improvement, flood
water retention, or wildlife habitat. Enhancement results in a change in wetland function(s) and

can lead to a decline in other wetland functions, but does not result in a gain in wetland acres.
This term includes activities commonly associated with enhancement, management,

manipulation, and directed alteration.

d. Protection/Maintenance: The removal of a threat to, or preventing the decline of,

wetland conditions by an action in or near a wetland. Includes purchase of land or easements,

repairing water control structures or fences, or structural protection such as repairing a barrier
island. This term also includes activities commonly associated with the term preservation.i
Protection/Maintenance does not result in a gain of wetland acres.I

1

i

i
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Attachment D

WASHINGTON STATE WETLAND MITIGATION EVALUATION STUDY

PHASE I RAW RESULTS

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport January 21, 2002
Master Plan Update
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Phase I Raw Results - Table ]

ICo,,n,,=, icr.t,on,=I i Isize size acreage acreage acreage acreage upland mitigation to
I (acres) J (acres) acreage plan?

IWestside Sites ...... '

8 Grays Harbor 4.92 [ 205.05 0.32 [ 8.22 I 84.47 I 112.04 0 <1 ; Y , N

9 Whatcom 2" " ' 96.1 16.1 ( 0 I 5 I 75 riparian 5 &4 i y y

11 Pacific i.57 I, 11.36 0' 0.37 I 0 10.99 0 NA Y I, Y

14Skagit 1.76 [ 4.21 0 ( t 2.21 0 2 2+ Y Y
17 Pacific 1.43 ! 10 • I 0 8.3 1.7 NA Y i Y]

33 King 0.07 ,[ 0.14 0.14 I I 0 0 0 2+ Y N

46;Pacific 0.24 I 0.3 0.3 1 3.l_9 i 0 0 6 . V ( N55iSnohomish 0.94 i 7.54 0.12 ! 0 4.33 <I Y , Y
621Mason 0.31 I 0.62 0.18 I 0.44! 0 0 0 1+ Y , N
891Pierce 2.2 ; 3.6 0.98 ] ,! 0.96 0 1.66 4+ Y Y
99 Clark 1.84! 0 -- j _ 0 0 yes 2+ Y CND

1161King 17.4 I 56.5 1.5 I 9.2 45.8 0 0 2+ Y Y
125 Pacific 0.47 I 3.65 o J 0.15 I 0 3.5 0 NA Y I Y
151_King . 0.98 [ 1.6 'U 1.4 0.2 [ 0 0 <7 Y I Y

163 Snohomish 1.84 I 7 (1 1.97 3.78 I 0 1.25 2+ Y I Y

180Soohom,h253i 322 26310.191 0 0 04 <1 Y I N
193 King 1.5'9 [ 5.82 1.75 I 1 1.57 0 2.5 2+ Y I Y
204Cowlitz 2.68 [ 4.28 u ] 4.28 I 0 0 yes <1 Y I Y
218 Lewis 1.17 I 1.75 0.55 [ _ 1.2 0 dparian NA N ( NA
232Snohomish 0.79 ( 0.79 0.79 I 0 { 0 0 yes <1 Y I N
233Snohomish 0.41 I 0.82 0 i o.82 i o o o <3 Y [ N
239 Grays Harbor 0.14 'i 0.21 0.09 I ( I o12 0 0 5* Y , CND
243 Skagit 1.99 I 4 0. 1 ! I 4 0 0 3 Y , Y
278 Snohomish 0.06 I 0.28 0.28 I I 0 0 yes 3+ Y Y
289 Whatcom 1.83l 10 6 , , 0 0 4 1+ Y ' N

' I [ ' 0 0.7 0 NA 'Y ' Y290 Pacific _ 7 : 0.7 P,

294 King 0.22 I 2.71 0.21 [, t 0 2.5 0 4+ Y Y299 Clark 0.83 I 0.56 .:; ; 0.56 0 0 NA N I NA

300 Clark 1.31 I 3.54 :: i .... t 3.49 0 0.05 5+ Y I Y
305 Clark 2.15 I 10.9 = i r 10.9 0 0 1+ Y I N
325King 0.86 [ 1.32 0.88 I 0.44 0 0 <1 Y I Y
334 Kitsap 0.6'7 [ 2.86 " 0.9 0 1.96 3 , Y I N
336 King 2.83 I 6.83 U 2.06 4.01 0 0.76 1+ Y I Y
357 Clark 6.55 i 34.9 3.5. 9.02 19 3.38 <1 Y I Y
378C,ark !_ , 6.86 6.86 0 yes t 1+ Y I N

389 Clark 1.97 I 43.82 .. I 8 " I I

,, -; I ,, -, .! 21 14.82 1+ Y Y
398 Wahkiakum -" i 2.7 "-' I 0 0 yes NA N [ NA
400 Snohornish 1.54 I 4.62 2.03 I 0 0.32 0 2.27 2 & 1 y I y

WestsideTotal 94.19 ] 561.16 41.05 ! 29.1 I i96.9 253.03 41.08 35 I 22
L ' i , ,

Eastside Sites

iFranklin 0.27 ,] 0.54 0.54 ! 0 0 0 yes 5+ Y N
lOlBenton 0.13 I 0.137 0 I 0.137 0 0 0 <3 Y N
t 3.tKittitas 0.9! 2.47 1.92 I 0.55 0 0 yes 2+ Y Y
14[Spokane 0.141[ 0.144 0.144 ! 0 I 0 0 yes 4+ Y N
29[Ferry 0.935 [ 9.5 0 ! 0 , 9.5 0 riparian 6+ = Y CND
411Spokane 1.87 I 3.53 ' 3.53 I 0 , 0 0 0 2+ Y ' N

501Spokane 0.09 i 0.46 0.46 0.O768 0 0 yes 4+ ' v NEastside Total 4.336 I 16.781 6.594 9.5 0 0 I 6 1

Statewide Totai"' 98.526 i _77.941 47.644 t 29.787 2-06.4 , 253103 41.08 I .i 42, I 23
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Phase I Raw Results-Table I cont.

# performance assessed met of those met? required? found? required? found? restriction restrictionstandards assessed required? found?
Westside Sites

8 5 1 1 Y Y N Y N Y Y
9 11 5 4 N Y Y Y Y Y Y

11 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Y Y
14 9 3 3 y y Y Y Y Y N
17 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Y Y
33 3 1 1 Y N NA N NA N NA

46 0 0 0 NA Y N Y N Y N
55 3 1 1 Y N NA N NA N NA
62 1 1 0 N Y N Y N N NA
89 4 3 1 N N NA N : Y (NA) N NA
99 1 1 0 N Y N Y N Y N

116 26 4 0 N Y Y Y Y Y Y
125 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Y Y
151 4 3 2 N Y Y Y Y N N
163 9 1 0 N Y Y Y N Y Y
180 3 0 0 CND Y N Y N Y N
193 6 5 4 N Y Y Y N Y N
204 6 1 1 Y Y Y Y a Y N
218 NA NA NA NA Y (NA) NA Y (NA) NA Y(NA) NA
232 4 3 0 N N Y (NA) N NA N NA
233 10 2 0 N N NA N NA N NA
239 1 1 0 N Y N Y N N NA
243 2 0 0 CND Y Y Y Y Y N
278 4 2 2 Y Y Y N NA Y N
28S 14 1 1 Y Y Y Y N Y Y
29£ NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Y Y
294 3 1 1 Y Y N Y Y Y Y
29c_ NA NA NA NA Y NA Y NA Y NA
30C 2 2 1 N N NA Y Y N NA
30_ 3 2 0 N Y N Y N Y N
32_ 3 1 1 Y CND Y CND N CND N
334 2 2 0 N CND N CND N CND , N
33_ 9 1 0 N Y Y Y N Y N
357 4 2 0 N Y Y Y Y Y Y
37_ 2 2 0 N Y N Y Y Y N
38_¢ 4 3 3 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
39E NA NA NA NA Y NA Y NA N NA
40C 3 2 2 Y Y Y Y Y Y N

W.Total 161 57 29 11. 26 16 26 12 26 12

Eastside Sites

z 1 1 o ! N N NA! ¥ N N NA
10 1 1 0 _ N Y N I Y N Y N

I

13 6 1 1 y y v , y y Y N
14 0 0 0 NA N NA I N NA Y N

I

29 1 1 0 N y N I Y Y Y N
: I

41 3 2 1 N y I N I y y N NA

50 6 4 0 N Y ' N Y N Y N
Total 18 10 2 1 5 1 6 3 5 O

'Total 179 67 31 [ 12 [ 31 I I_T I 32 15 31 12
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@
STATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY

P.O. Box 47600 • Olympia, Washington 98504.7600

(360) 407.6000 * TDD Only (Hearing Impaired) (360) 407-6006

January 3, 2002

RE: Wetland Mitigation Banking Draft Rule Filing
Wetland Mitigation Banking Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Colleague,

I wanted to notify you that the Department of Ecology has just filed the draft rule for a state
certification process for compensatory wetland mitigation banks. The draft rule Chapter 173-700
WAC, was filed for publication on January 2, 2002. Enclosed is a copy of the CR-102 filing.
The comment period for the draft rule will be open until February 15, 2002. Copies of the draft
rule are available at the Department of Ecology at 300 Desmond Drive, Olympia, Wa 98504-
7600. Copies can also be obtained by calling or emailing Lauren Driscoll, Shorelands and
Environmental Assistance Program, (360) 407-6861; email: ldri461 @ecy .wa.gov.
Information on the proposed rule, the draft rule, and copies of filing documents can be accessed
on-line at Ecology's Laws and Rules web page:

http://www.ecv.wa, gov/laws-rules/acti vitv/wac 173700.html

Concurrent with the release of the draft rule, the department has also released a Draft
Environmental Impact Statement on the potential environmental effects of implementing the
wetland mitigation bank certification rule. The comment period for the DEIS opened on
January 2, 2002. Written comments must be postmarked by February 15, 2002. The DEIS may
be accessed on-line at Ecology's Wetland Mitigation Banking web page:

h ttp://www. e'cy.wa.gov/pro grams/sea/w etmiti g/index. html

The DEIS is available in print or on compact disk (CD.) Copies may be requested by writing,
calling, or emailing Lauren Driscoll at Ecology's Shorelands and Environmental Assistance
Program, 300 Desmond Drive, Olympia, WA 985043-7600; phone (360) 407-6861, fax (360)
407-6902; email: ldri461 @ecy .wa.gov.

Thank you for your interest and I look forward receiving your comments on the proposed rule
and the DEIS.

Lauren C. Driscoll

Department of Ecology

Shorelands and Environmental Assistance Program AR 031590

Enclosure: CR-102 Announcement of Proposed Rule Making



Io PROPOSED RULE MAKING CR-102 (7122/01)(RCW 34.05.320) Do NOT use for expedited
rule making

F jency: Department of Ecology A.O. 98-26 _ Original Notice

j Preproposal Statement of Inquiry was filed as WSR 99-03-097 ; or [] Supplemental Notice
__.] Expedited Rule Making -- Proposed notice was filed as WSR ; or

to WSR

[] Proposal is exempt under RCW 34.05.310(4). [] Continuance of WSR

• ) Title of rule: (Describe Subject) Wedand Mitigauon Banks

Purpose: The purpose of the rule is to provide a predictable, efficient, regulatory framework for the review of bank proposals and the
certification of environmentally responsible wetland mitigation banks consistent with existing federal guidance on compensatory
wetland mitigation banks.

Other identifying information: The proposed rule applies to both public and private wedand mitigation banks. Credits from certified

wetland mitigation banks may be used to compensate for unavoidable wetland impacts authorized under state or local pexmits.

(b) Statutory authority for adoption: Chapter 90.84 RCW Wedands Statute being implemented: Chapter 90.84 RCW
Mitigation Banking Wetlands Mitigation Banking

_t;) Summary: The rule outlines procedures for the certification, operation, monitoring and implementation of compensatory wetland
mitigation banks. The rule contains procedures for certification and technical requirements for the implementation of wetland
mitigation banks. The rule outlines compliance procedures and the appeals process for wetland mitigation bank certifications.

Reasons supporting proposal: The legislature required the department, in Chapter 90.84, to adopt rules for the "c='tification, operation
I monitoring of wetland mitigation banks." The statute also directed that the rule provide a "predictable, efficient, regulatory

f mework" for the certification of wetland mitigation banks.

(d) Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for: Office Location Telephone
_ Drafting ............... Lauren C. Driscoll SEA program, HQ Lacey WA (360) 40%6861

_ nplementation .... Laurcn C. Driscoll SEA program, HQ Laccy WA (360) 407-6861

,_. Enforcement .......... Lauren C. Driscoll SEA program, HQ Lacey WA (360) 407-6861

t_=_Name of proponent (person or organization): Washington State Department of Ecology [] Private

[] Public
Governmental

(f) Agency comments or recommendations, if any, as to statutory language, implementation, enforcement and fiscal matters:

"(! Is rule necessary because of:
Federal Law? [] Yes [] No If yes, ATTACH COPY OF TEXT
Federal Court Decision? [] Yes [] No Citation:

State Court Decision? [] Yes [] No

(-h) HEARING LOCATION: Submit written comments to:
January 23, 2002 January30, 2002 Lauren Driscoll

V d-ungton State Dept. of Ecology Best Western Hallmark Inn Shorelands and Environmental Assistance Program
3 Desmond Drive 3000 Marine Drive Department of Ecology
Lacey, Washington, Moses Lake Washington P.O. Box 47600
7 n.m. 7 p.m. Olympia, WA 98504-7600

. ?
Date: January 23 and _0, 2002 Time: 7 P.m.

DATE OF INTENDED ADOPTION: April 17, 2002

REVIS-F-R USE ONI'YA istance for persons with disabilities: Contact _. - ..
__ "V Lynum by January ]6, 2002 - .:.. ,._ . , .,=.....

N .#E(TYPE OR PRINT) _:,:_.:....

Hoffman . [ "-- AR 031591

- / OECI7200t_j"
Deputy Director /



) Short explanation of rule, its purpose, and anticipated effects:

he rule sets out theprocedures and requirements for certification of wetland mitigation banks. The legislature, in Chapter 90.84 RCW,
ire=ted the Department of Ecology to adopt rules for the certification of wetland mitigation banks. The rule is intended to provide an
Ticient andpredictableregulatory.frameworkfor applicantsvoluntarily seeking statecertification for a wetlandmitigation bank. It is
lt/cipated that theregulatorystreamliningprovidedunderthe draft rule will reduceapplicantcostsfor obtaining approvals on wetland
,,itigation banks as well as ensuring that wetland mitigation banks established will be environmentally sound. Additional streamlining a
)st reductions should be realized by project applicants using certified bank credits in lieu of developing their own compensatory wetlan,
itigation.

Does proposal change existing rules? [] YES [] NO If yes, describe changes:

I Has a small business economic impact statement been prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW?

[] Yes. Attach copy of small business economic impact statement.
A copy of the statement may be obtained by writing to:

Lauren Driscoll

ShorelandsandEnvironmentalAssistance Program
Departmentof Ecology
P.O. Box 47600
Olympia, WA 98504-7600

telephoning: (360) 407-6861
faxing:(360) 407-6902

[] No. Explain why no statement was prepared

oes RCW 34.05.328 apply to this rule adoption? [] Yes [] No
Please explain: While the establishment of a compensatory wetland mitigation bank is voluntary, certified wetland banks could

be subject to compliance enforcement if they are not in compliance with the terms of their certification. This could include suspension
of the use of the bank's credits and/or use of financial assurances posted by the bank's sponsor.

AR 031592



November 7, 2001

Chapter 173-700WAC
WETLAND MITIGATION BANKS

PART I

OVERVIEW

173-700-010 Background

173-700-020 Purpose
173-700-030 Integrating banks with watershed planning

173-700-040 Applicability

PART II
DEFINITIONS

173-700-100 Definitions

PART III

CERTIFICATION PROCESS

173-700-200 How does certification relate to other rules?

173-700-201 Why have a certification process?

173-700-202 Overview of the wetland mitigation bank certification process

173-700-203 Decision-making procedure
173-700-204 Dispute resolution
173-700-205 Dispute resolution procedure

173-700-220 Pre-application process

173-700-221 MBRT review of the prospectus

173-700-222 Purpose of the prospectus
173-700-223 Content of the prospectus

173-700-224 Optional MBRT pre-application meetings

173-700-230 Formal application phase

173-700-231 What happens after an application is submitted?
173-700-232 Review of the application

173-700-233 Department's certification decision

173-700-234 Local jurisdiction's certification decision

173-700-235 Signatories of the bank instrument

173-700-240 The bank instrument
173-700-241 Contents of the bank instrument

173-700-250 Public involvement

173-700-251 Public outreach

173-700-252 Joint public notices

Proposed draft rule: WAC 173-700 1
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173-700-253 Notifying the public of certification applications
173-700-254 Who is notified of an application?
173-700-255 Length of comment period
173-700-256 Requesting a public hearing
173-700-257 When is a public hearing held?
173-700-258 Public records

PART IV
BANK ESTABLISHMENT -

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

173-700-300 Ecological design incentives
173-700-310 Service area

173-700-311 Criteria for determining service area size
173-700-320 Site selection
173-700-330 Assessment of wetland functions
173-700-340 Minimum buffers

173-700-350 Credit description
173-700-351 Types of credits
173-700-352 Determination of credits

173-700-353 Default method for determining credits
173-700-354 Wetland credit conversion rates

173-700-355 Criteria for determining conversion rates for wetlands
173-700-356 Conversion rates for uplands and buffer areas
173-700-357 Criteria for determining conversion rates for uplands and eligible

Buffer areas

173-700-358 Exceptions to credit conversion ranges
173-700-359 Using an alternative method to calculate credits

173-700-360 Credits for preservation
173-700-361 Determining high quality wetland systems for preservation

173-700-370 Schedule for the release of credits
173-700-371 Limits on credit releases

173-700-372 Credit release - pre-construction
173-700-373 Credit retease - after construction

173-700-374 Credit release - attainment of hydrologic performance standards
173-700-375 Credit release - final release
173-700-376 Additional credit releases
173-700-380 Performance standards

173-700-390 Financial responsibility
173-700-391 Financial assurances
173-700-392 Levels of financial assurances
173-700-393 Financial assurances for construction

173-700-394 Financial assurances for short-term management

2
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November 7, 2001

173-700-395 Financial assurances for long-term management

PART V

OPERATION OF BANKS

173-700-400 Monitoring

173-700-401 Monitoring plan

173-700-402 Contingency plans

173-700-403 Duration of monitoring

173-700-404 Monitoring reports

173-700-405 As-built reporting

173-700-410 Obtaining credit releases

173-700-.411 Recording credit transactions

173-700-412 Accounting and tracking of credit transactions

173-700-413 Credit-tracking ledger

173-700-414 Annual account reporting

173-700-415 Master ledger
173-700-416 Random audits

173-700-420 Short-term management

173-700-421 Long-term management

173-700-422 Permanent protection
173-700-423 Conservation easements for wetland banks

PART VI

USE OF WETLAND B._N'K CREDITS

173-700-500 Available credits

173-700-501 Projects eligible to use a bank

173-700-502 Replacement ratios for debit projects

173-700-503 Use of credits for fish habitat and hydrologic functions
173-700-504 Use of credits outside of the service area

173-700-505 Use of credits for more than one permit

PART VII

COMPLIANCE WITH CERTIFICATION

173-700-600 Compliance with the terms of certification

173-700-610 Contingency actions

173-700-611 Notice of required contingency actions

173-700-612 Compliance with required contingency actions
173-700-620 Adjustments in total credits

173-700-630 Suspension of credit use

PART VIII

Proposed draft rule: WAC 173-700 3
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ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

173-700-700 Responsibilities of the bank sponsor
173-700-710 Role of the department
173-700-720 Role of local jurisdiction(s)
173-700-730 Role of the mitigation bank review team
173-700-731 Mitigation bank review team responsibilities
173-700-732 Mitigation bank review team membership
173-700-740 Role of the banks' signatories
173-700-750 Role of permitting agencies authorizing use of credits

PART IX
APPEALS

173-700-800 Appeals process
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PART I

OVERVIEW

173-700-010 Background (1) The Wetlands Mitigation Banking Act. Chapter 90.84 RCW.
sets forth fundamental elements of a mitigation banking policy to ensure that a predictable,
statewide process exists for certifying environmentally sound wetland mitigation banks.

(2) The act finds wetland mitigation banking an important regulator3' tool for
providing compensatory, mitigation for unavoidable impacts to wetlands and declares it the
policy of the state to support wetland mitigation banking. The act directs the deparmaent of
ecolog_y(the department) to adopt rules establishing a statewide process for certifying
wetland mitigation banks.

(3) The department anticipates that wetland mitigation banks will provide some
compensatory mitigation in advance of impacts to wetlands and will consolidate
compensatory mitigation into larger contiguous areas for regionally significant ecological
benefits.

(4) Wetland mitigation banks (banks) prioritize restoration of wetland functions and
as such should be complementary to the restoration of ecosystems and ecosystem processes
as identified in state or locally adopted science-based watershed management plans.

173-700-020 Purpose (1) This rule is intended to facilitate wetland mitigation banking by
providing an efficient, predictable statewide framework for the certification and operation of
environmentally sound wetland mitigation banks. In addition, this rule sets out to
accomplish the following:

(a) Provide a systematic approach for reviewing and approving enviromnentally sound
wetland mitigation banks;
(b) Provide for the timely review of bank proposals;
(c) Establish coordination among state and local agencies involved in the certification and
approval of banks;
(d) Avoid duplication with federal processes by encouraging early involvement with federal
agencies; and
(e) Provide incentives to encourage bank sponsors to locate and design banks that provide the
greatest ecological benefits.

(2) The purpose of this rule is to support the establishment of wetland mitigation banks
as an important tool for providing compensator,:' wetland mitigation by authorizing state
agencies, local governments and private entities to achieve the goals of the authorizing
statute, Chapter 90.84 RCW.

173-700-030 Integrating banks with watershed planning (1) This rule should facilitate
the establishment and operation of wetland mitigation banks that are integrated with local
land-use plans and science-based watershed or sub-watershed management plans.

Proposed draft rule: WAC 173-700 5
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(2) Local and state agencies are encouraged to use wetland mitigation banks as a
useful tool for implementing watershed management plans. Wetland banks can restore
habitats and functions that are priorities within the watershed.

(3) Wetland banks should experience an expedited review process when they are
established as part of a science-based resource management program, which has been
endorsed by state and federal resource agencies.

173-700-040 Applicability This rule applies to private and public wetland mitigation banks
established under Chapter 90.84 RCW.

PART II

DEFINITIONS

173-700-100 Definitions

"Aquatic Resources" means those areas where the presence and movement of water is a
dominant process affecting their development, structure, and functioning. Aquatic resources
may include, but are not limited to, vegetated and non-vegetated wetlands or aquatic sites
(e.g. mudflats, deepwater habitats, lakes and streams).

"As-built plans" means a document, that describes the physical, biological and, if required,
the chemical condition of a compensatory bank site after complete implementation of each
phase of an approved construction plan.

"Available credits" means those credits that have been released by the department and can
be used. Available credits do not include credits that have been debited (used for a permit
requirement) from the bank.

"Bank" or "wetland mitigation bank" means a site where wetlands are restored, created,
enhanced, or in exceptional circumstances, preserved, expressly for the purpose of providing
compensatory mitigation in advance of authorized impacts to aquatic resources.

"Bank instrument" means the documentation of agency and bank sponsor concurrence on
the objectives and administration of the bank. The "bank instrument" describes in detail the
physical and legal characteristics of the bank, including the service area, and how the bank
will be established and operated.

"Bank sponsor" means any public or private entity responsible for establishing and, in most
circumstances, operating a bank.

"Buffer" means those areas surrounding a bank site that enhance and protect a wetland's
functions and values by maintaining adjacent habitat and reducing adverse impacts from
adjacent land-uses.

"Compensatory mitigation" means the restoration, creation, enhancement or in exceptional
circumstances, preservation of wetlands or other aquatic resources, or both, for the purpose
of compensating for unavoidable adverse impacts to wetlands or other aquatic resources

6
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which remain after all appropriate and practicable avoidance and minimization has been
achieved.

"Consensus" means a process by which a group synthesizes its ideas and concerns to form a

common collaborative agreement acceptable to all members. While the primary goal of
consensus is to reach agreement on an issue by all parties, unanimity may not always be
possible.

"Contingency actions" means actions taken during the operational life of a bank site to

correct any deficiencies on the site in order for the site to attain the required performance
standards.

"Cowardin class" means the classification of a wetland area as described in Classification qf
Wetlands and Deepwater Habitats of the United States U SFWS publication FWS/OBS
79/31.

"Creation" means the establishment of wetland area, functions, and values in an area where
none previously existed.

"Credit" means a unit of trade representing the increase in the ecological value of the site, as
measured by acreage, functions, and values, or by some other assessment method.

"Debit project" means those projects that use credits from a wetland mitigation bank to
fulfill regulatory requirements for compensation of'impacts to aquatic resources. A debit

project may require more than one regulatory approval under federal, state and local rules.

"Department" means the department of ecology.

"Ecoregions" means those areas that are considered to be regions of relative homogeneity in
ecological systems or in relationships between organisms and their environments.

"Enhancement" means actions taken within an existing degraded wetland or other aquatic
resource to increase or augrnent one or more functions or values. Enhancement can also

include actions taken to improve the functions provided by a buffer or upland area.

"Financial assurance" means the money or other fbnn of financial instrument (for example
' surety bonds, trust funds, escrow accounts, proof of stable revenue sources for public

agencies) required of the sponsor to ensure that the functions of the subject bank are
achieved and maintained over the long-term in accordance with the terms and conditions of
the bank instrument.

"Function assessment" means an assessment of the degree to which a wetland is performing,
or is capable of performing, specific wetland functions. Function assessments include the use

of scientifically-based quantitative and qualitative methods developed for assessing
functions, as well as the use of best professional judgement for determining the degree to

which a wetland or other habitat is performing, or is capable of performing, specific
functions.

"Hydrogeomorphic (HGM) classification" means a wetland classification scheme that

groups wetlands based on their geomorphic setting and water regime.

"Local jurisdiction" means any local government such as a town, city, or county.

"Mitigation" means sequentially avoiding impacts, minimizing impacts, and compensating
for remaining unavoidable impacts to wetlands.

Proposed draft rule: WAC 173-700 7
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"Mitigation bank review team" or "MBRT" means an interagency group of federal, state,
tribal and local regulatory and resource agency representatives that are invited to participate

in negotiations with the bank sponsor on the terms and conditions of the bank instrument.

"Mitigation bank review team process" or "MBRT Process" means a process in which the

department strives to reach consensus with the MBRT members on the terms, conditions, and

procedural elements of the bank instrument.

"Operational life" or "operational life of a bank" means the period during which the terms
and conditions of the bank instrument are in effect. With the exception of arrangements for

the long-term management, permanent protection, and financial assurances, the operational
life of a mitigation bank terminates at the point when:

(a) Compensatory. mitigation credits have been exhausted and the debited bank is
determined to be functionally mature and self-sustaining to the degree specified in the
bank instrument; or

(b) The bank sponsor voluntarily terminates the banking activity with written notice
to the department.

"Performance standards" are measurable benchmarks for a specific project objective.

Performance standards are usually designed to allow evaluation of the development of
ecological characteristics associated with specific wetland functions.

"Potential credits" mean the credits anticipated to be provided at a bank site, but which are

not available for use. Once potential credits are released by the department, they convert to
available credits.

"Practicable" means available and capable of being done after taking into consideration cost,
existing technology, and logistics in light of overall project purposes.

"Preservation" means the permanent protection of ecologically important wetlands or other

aquatic resources through the implementation of appropriate legal and physical mechanisms.
Preservation may include protection of upland areas adjacent to wetlands as necessary to

ensure protection or enhancement of the aquatic systems, or both.

, "Prospectus" is the conceptual proposal for a mitigation bank project.

"Restoration" means actions taken to intentionally re-establish wetland area, function and
values at a site where wetlands previously existed, but are no longer present because of the

lack of water or hydric soils. Restoration can also include the re-establishment of historic
wetland HGM classes on sites that have been altered due to human activities to a different

HGM class, and which are significantly degraded with low levels of functions and values.

"Service area" means the designated geographic area in which a bank can reasonably be
expected to provide appropriate compensation for unavoidable impacts to wetlands.

"Signatories" means those entities that have documented their approval of the terms and

conditions of the bank instrument through their signature on the bank instrument.

"Sustainability" means the ability of the aquatic system to be self-maintaining and self-

regulating. Sustainable bank sites must have sufficient buffer areas to protect the site from

degradations due to activities on adjacent lands.

8
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"Unavoidable" means adverse impacts that remain after all appropriate and practicable
avoidance and minimization have been achieved.

"Water resource inventon' areas" or "WRIA" refers to the sixty-two water resource

divisions of the state as described in Chapter 173-500 WAC, Water Resources Management
Program Established Pursuant to the Water Resources Act of 1971, as amended.

"Wetland" or "wetlands" mean areas that are inundated or saturated by surface water or

g-round water at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under normal

circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated

soil conditions. Wetlands generally include swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas.

"Wetland mitigation bank" or "bank" means a site where wetlands are restored, created,

enhanced, or in exceptional circumstances, preserved, expressly for the purpose of providing
compensatory mitigation in advance of authorized impacts to aquatic resources.

PART III

CERTIFICATION PROCESS

173-700-200 How does certification relate to other rules? (1) Man,,, federal, state, and

local laws and rules and treaty, rights relate to the establishment of a compensatory wetland
mitigation bank.

(2) Mitigation banks certified under this rule must be consistent with existing federal,
state and local laws and rules.

(3) Certification of a wetland bank does not serve as authorization for other federal,
state or local permits or approvals.

(4) Mitigation Bank Review Team (MBRT) members shall advise the bank sponsor

of pertinent federal state or local rules that may apply to a specific bank proposal and that
may, delay the certification process.

173-700-201 Why have a certification process? The department must certify banks to

ensure that they are technically feasible, environmentally sound, and in compliance with this
rule.

173-700-202 Overview of the wetland mitigation bank certification process (1) The

certification process for wetland mitigation banks contains two parts. The first part is a pre-
application process followed by a formal application process.

(2) The pre-application process begins when a bank sponsor submits a prospectus to
the department.

(3) The department convenes a Mitigation Bank Review Team (MBRT) after
determining that the prospectus contains sufficient information.

Proposed draft rule: WAC 173-700 9
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(4) The MBRT reviews and evaluates the bank prospectus and provides comments to
the bank sponsor on the proposed bank.

(5) The bank sponsor develops a bank instrument using the comments provided by
the MBRT on the prospectus.

(6) The formal application process begins when the bank sponsor submits a
certification application and bank instrument to the department.

(7) The department determines if the application is complete.

(8) The department reconvenes the MBRT to review the complete application.

(9) The department begins the public comment period under WAC 173-700-232.

(10) The department issues a certification decision and notifies the local
jurisdiction(s) in which the bank is located of that decision.

(11) The local jurisdiction(s) reviews the certification decision and determines
whether it concurs with the department's decision.

(12) Certification is complete when the department, the local jurisdiction(s), and the
bank sponsor all sign the bank instrument.

173-700-203 Decision-making procedure (1) All decisions rendered by the department
must fully consider MBRT and public comments submitted as part of the certification
evaluation process.

(2) The MBRT shall strive to achieve consensus on the terms and conditions of bank
instruments.

(3) If the department determines that consensus cannot otherwise be reached on any
term, condition, or procedural element of the bank instrument within a reasonable timeframe,
the department shall be responsible for making final decisions regarding the terms and
conditions of the bank instrument.

' (4) Advisory, members of the Mitigation Bank Review Team may pa/ticipate in
MBRT discussions, however they may not participate in the decision-making of the MBRT.
See WAC 173-700-732.

173-700-204 Dispute resolution (1) In the event that the MBRT is unable to reach
consensus on any element of the bank certification, the department shall initiate the dispute
resolution procedure under WAC 173-700-205.

(2) The department shall make every effort to resolve disputes within the MBRT
forum before the conflict is elevated to the program manager of the department's Shorelands
and Environmental Assistance Program.

173-700-205 Dispute resolution procedure The department shall use the following dispute
resolution procedure for resolving concerns from members of the MBRT.

10
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(1) The MBRT member(s) who has concerns with a particular decision or element of
a bank certification shall submit the concern and accompanying rationale in writing to the
chair(s) of the MBRT.

(2) The chairs(s) of the MBRT shall outline the majority position on the area of
concern and shall work with the MBRT member(s) to develop potential solutions to the
member's concerns.

(3) The chair(s) of the MBRT shall present potential solutions to the MBRT and the
MBRT shall work to resolve the concern.

(4) In the event that the MBRT is unable to resolve the concern, the MBRT member
with the concern shall secure and pay for a facilitator to assist the MBRT in resolving the
conflict.

(5) In the event that the MBRT is still unable to reach consensus, the MBRT member
with the concern may request, through written notification, that the department's program
management reviews the issue. Such a notification must include:

(a) A detailed description of the issue, and
(b) Recommendations for resolution.

(6) The written notification must be directed to the program manager of the
Shorelands and Environmental Assistance Program or the program manager's designee.
Within twenty days of receipt of a notification, the program manager, or its designee, shall
contact the MBRT member and shall make a final decision. The resolution shall be
forwarded to the other MBRT members.

173-700-220 Pre-application process (1) The bank sponsor must submit a prospectus,
consistent with the requirements in WAC 173-700-223, to the department.

(2) The department must determine whether the prospectus contains enough
information to form a Mitigation Bank Review Team (MBRT).

(a) If the department determines that the prospectus is not sufficient: the department shall
notify the bank sponsor and identify any additional information necessary to complete the
prospectus.
(b) If the department determines that the prospectus is sufficient, the department shall notify
the local jurisdiction(s) and invite it to co-chair the MBRT.
(c) If the prospectus is sufficient, the department must invite representatives from the
appropriate federal, state, and local regulatory and resource agencies, and tribes to participate
on the MBRT. The department may invite advisor?, members to the MBRT under WAC 173-
700-732

(3) The bank sponsor must send the department enough copies of the prospectus for
all of the members of the MBRT.

(4) At least two weeks before a MBRT meeting, the department must send the
prospectus to all agencies and tribes participating on the MBRT.

AR 031603
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173-700-221 MBRT review of the prospectus (1)The MBRT shall strive to meet within

sixty days of when the department notifies it of a new bank prospectus.

(2) The MBRT must meet to evaluate the technical and regulator' feasibility of a
prospectus.

(3) The members of the MBRT shall provide comments to the department and the
bank sponsor on the bank prospectus. Comments should include:

(a) The technical feasibility of the bank proposal;
(b) Its compliance with existing rules and ordinances;

(c) Any applicable permits or authorizations necessary for bank construction: and

(d) Any additional information necessary for the draft bank instrument, such as supporting studies
and other documentation.

(4) The bank sponsor must use the comments received from the MBRT to develop a
bank instrument, which is consistent with the requirements in WAC 173-700-240 and WAC
173-700-241.

(5) After completing the bank instrument, the sponsor may formally apply for
wetland bank certification under WAC 173-700-230.

173-700-222 Purpose of the prospectus (1) The purpose of the prospectus is to provide a
conceptual plan for a wetland mitigation bank proposal.

(2) The prospectus initiates dialo=mie with the department and MBRT members on a
proposed bank.

(3) A prospectus must contain sufficient infonrmtion to allow the department and the
MBRT to provide feedback to the bank sponsor on whether the bank project is technically
feasible and complies with existing state and local rules. Necessary information includes

discussions of the proposed goals and objectives, the construction, and operation of the
proposed bank.

6

173-700-223 Content of the prospectus At a minimum, the prospectus must contain
information on the following elements:

(1) The goals and objectives of the project;

(2) Site location information, including a detailed map with sufficient information to

accurately identify site location, such as legal description and proximity to existing roads;

(3) The rationale for site selection addressing the considerations listed in WAC 173-
700-320;

(4) A description of existing conditions of the proposed site(s) including, but not
limited to:

(a) Land ownership;

(b) The landscape position of the site;

(c) Site size;

(d) Wetlands present on the site;

12
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(e) Other habitat types present on the site;
(f) Available information on water sources, soils, and vegetation; and
(g) A preliminary analysis of functions provided by on-site wetlands;

(5) Conceptual site design, including but not limited to:
(a) Proposed types and approximate sizes of wetlands;
(b) Other proposed habitat types to be provided on the site; and
(c) Proposed functions that the bank is anticipated to provide;

(6) Potential adverse impacts to aquatic resources or other habitats from bank
construction;

(7) Proposed service area and accompanying rationale that demonstrates that the
service area is ecologically appropriate;

(8) Anticipated potential credits to be generated by the bank;

(9) Discussion of whether water rights have been applied for or secured for the site,
if needed:

(10) Demonstration of adequate financial resources for the construction, operation,
and long-term management of the bank site; and

(11 ) Description of proposed permanent protection mechanism, such as a
conservation easement.

173-700-224 Optional MBRT pre-application meetings (1) If a bank sponsor wants
assistance from the MBRT during the drafting of a bank instrument, the bank sponsor may
request that the department schedule an additional meeting(s) with the MBRT.

(2) If additional meetings are requested, the bank sponsor must submit to the
department a draft bank instrument, consistent with the requirements of WAC 173-700-241,
and sufficient copies of the instrument for distribution to the MBRT members.

(3) The departrpent must reconvene the MBRT if:

(a) The sponsor requests another meeting with the MBR'I';
(b) The bank sponsor submits a complete draft bank instrument with sufficient copies for the
MBRT members to the department; and
(c) The department determines that the new draft bank instrument warrants another meeting
with the MBRT.

(4) The MBRT shall provide comments to the department and the bank sponsor
regarding any terms and conditions required for the bank instrument.

173-700-230 Formal application phase (1) The bank sponsor shall submit a complete
certification application to the department.

(2) A complete application consists of the following:

(a) A completed wetland bank certification application form;
(b) A draft bank instrument consistent with the requirements ofWAC 173-700-241;
(c) A completed checklist under RCW Chapter 43.21 C, the State Environmental Policy Act;

Proposed draft rule: WAC 173-700 13
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(d) A Joint Aquatic Resources Permit Application (JARPA), if necessary; and
(e) Other supporting information as required by the department through the MBRT process.
This supporting information may mclude, but is not limited to:

(i) Financial assurance documents;
(ii) Legal mechanisms for the permanent protection of the bank site; and
(iii) Hydrologic and other ecological studies.

173-700-231 What happens after an application is submitted? (1) After receiving the
application, the department shall determine whether the application is complete.

(a) If the department determines that the application is not complete, the department shall
notify the bank sponsor of its determination and identify any additional information that is
necessary to complete the application.
(b) If the department determines that the application is complete, the department shall notify
the banksponsorofits determinationandassigna bankapplicationnumberto the
application.

(2) After the department notifies the bank sponsor that the application is complete,
the bank sponsor must submit to the department sufficient copies of the draft bank instrument
for distribution to MBRT members.

173-700-232 Review of the application (1) Upon determining the application is complete
and after receiving sufficient copies of the bank instrument from the bank sponsor, the
department must notify and reconvene the MBRT.

(2) After determining that the application is complete, the department must also
initiate the public notification, review, and comment process under WAC 173-700-252
through WAC 173-700-255.

(3) The MBRT shall review the draft bank instrument and provide comments to the
department and the bank sponsor on the technical requirements, terms, and conditions of the
proposed certification. '

173-700-233 Department's certification decision (1) After the public comment period
closes and the MBRT has concluded the review of the proposal, the department must:
(a) Notify the bank sponsor of all recommendations and comments received from the MBRT
and the public;
(b) Identify. any additional information that the sponsor must submit in order for the
department to make a certification decision; and
(c) Identify. additional terms and conditions required as part of the certification.

(2) If the department requests additional information:

(a) The certification process shall stop until the information is received and approved by the
department; and

14
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(b) The department may reconvene the MBRT or reopen the public comment period if the
department determines that the bank instrument has changedsubstantially.

(3) After review of the application is complete, the department shall issue a
certification decision.

(4) The department shall indicate its approval of certification by signing the bank
instrument. After signing the bank instrument, the department must notif)' the local
jurisdiction and request its concurrence on the certification.

(5) If the application is denied, the department must send a notification to the bank
sponsor and to the local jurisdiction in which the proposed bank is located. The notification
must state the reasons for denial.

173-700-234 Local jurisdiction's certification decision (I) After receipt of the
department's decision to approve certification, the local jurisdiction(s) in which the bank will
be located shall review the certification decision.

(2) If the local jurisdiction(s) concurs with the bank certification, it must sign the
bank instrunaent.

(3) If the local jurisdiction(s) does not concur with the certification, the local
jurisdiction must send a notification to the bank sponsor and the department of its decision.
The notification must state the reasons for the local jurisdiction's non-concurrence.

(4) If the local jurisdiction(s) does not concur with the certification, the department
may not certify the bank.

173-700-235 Signatories of the bank instrument (1) A bank instrument must contain
signatures from the department, the local jurisdiction(s) in which the bank will be located,
and the bank sponsor for certification to be complete.

(2) No agency, except for,the department and the local jurisdiction in which the bank
is located, is required to sign a bank instrument in order for certification to be complete.
However, MBRT member agencies and tribes are encouraged to sign a bank instrument to
document their concurrence with the terms and conditions of the certification.

(3) If any other agency or tribe signs the bank instrument, it shall simaif-ythat entiry's
concurrence with the terms of the bank instrument.

173-700- 240 The bank instrument (1) A bank instrument details all of the physical
characteristics, legal obligations, operational procedures, monitoring, and maintenance
requirements for a wetland mitigation bank.

(2) Requirements for bank instruments vary based on the specific conditions of the
bank site and should be developed in cooperation with the MBRT.

(3) The bank sponsor must develop the bank instrument using feedback from the
MBRT on the prospectus and, if applicable, MBRT comments on a preliminary, draft bank
instrument.
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173-700-241 Contents of the bank instrument The minimum elements required in the
bank instrument are:

(1) A statement of bank goals and objectives;

(2) Documentation of the ownership of bank lands, including a legal description and
map of the bank site and surrounding areas;

(3) A detailed description of bank sponsor responsibilities for construction
implementation, monitoring and reporting, maintenance, and credit tracking and reporting;

(4) A description and map of the geographic service area;

(5) The potential number of credits to be generated by the bank and a credit
description consistent with WAC 173-700-350;

(6) A description of the types of impacts to wetlands or other aquatic resources
suitable for compensation and any restrictions on uses of credits;

(7) A detailed description of the proposed bank including, but not limited to:

(a) The bank size;
(b) The landscape position of the site;
(c) The Cowardin and HGM classes and sizes of wetlands and aquatic resources proposed
for the bank;
(d) A description of the buffers for the site and any other habitats provided on the site;
(e) The functions and values to be provided by the bank;
(f) Detailed site desima plans and specifications to include grading plans, planting plans, and
specifications for any structures; and
(g) Construction timing and schedules;

(8) A description of existing ecological baseline conditions at the bank site,
including supporting documentation requested by the department, through the MBRT
process. The description must include, at a minimum:

(a) Technical data on water sources and soils;
(b) Wetlands present on the site;
(c) Other habitat types present on the site;
(d) Existing vegetation communities; and
(e) Analysis of functions provided by on-site wetlands;

(9) Documentation of water rights for the proposed bank, if required;

(10) Credit tracking and accounting procedures, including reporting requirements;

(11) Performance standards for determining credit release and bank success,
including a schedule for the phased release of credits;

(12) Reporting protocols and monitoring plan, including a clear statement of
responsibility for conducting monitoring and for reporting;

(13) A contingency plan and statement of responsibility for contingency actions;

(14) Appropriate financial assurances;
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(15) Provisions for short-term and long-term management and maintenance,
including a description of anticipated management and maintenance activities;

(16) Provisions for permanent protection of the property, on which the bank will be
located; and

(17) Force Majeure Clause (identification of sponsor responsibilities in the event of
catastrophic events that are beyond the sponsor's control).

173-700-250 Public involvement (1) It is the department's goal to ensure that accurate
certification information is made available to the public in a timely manner, and to avoid
duplicative processes for public involvement.

173-700-251 Public outreach Applicants are strongly encouraged to solicit public input
during the pre-application phase of bank certification.

173-700-252 Joint public notices (1) The department shall use existing public processes,
whenever possible, to obtain public cormr_enton a proposed bank certification. When an
existing process is available to solicit public comment on a certification, the department
shall strive to provide a joint public notice.

(2) The public notice for bank certification must include the information under WAC
173-700-253 and WAC 173-700-254.

(3) When an existing public notification process for the proposal is not available, the
department shall issue a public notice on the proposed bank certification under WAC 173-
700-253 through WAC 173-700-255.

173-700-253 Noti_,ing the public ofcertification applications The department must
notify the public of an application for certifiaation. Public notice for the wetland bank
certification shall include:

(1) Name and address of the department staff contact for information on the
certification application;

(2) Name and address of the bank sponsor;

(3) A description of the bank proposal including, but not limited to, the following
information:

(a) The location of the proposed bank site;
(b) The types of wetlands to be restored, enhanced, created or preserved on the bank site;
(c) The number and types of credits proposed;
(d) The service area proposed for the bank; and
(e) The credit release schedule proposed for the bank;

(4) Name, address, and telephone number of a person from whom interested persons
may obtain further information, such as copies of the application, the draft bank instrument
and supporting materials; and
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(5) A brief description of the comment procedures, including:

(a) The time and place of any hearings scheduled for the certification;

(b) Where comments should be sent;

(c) The closing date for receiving comments; and

(d) The procedures to request a hearing.

173-700-254 Who is notified of an application? At a minimum, the department shall notify

the following members of the public of the application for certification:

(1) Local and tribal governments located within the proposed service area, other

interested persons and organizations that have requested information on wetland bank

certifications, and all others deemed appropriate by the department;

(2) The latest recorded real property owners located within 300 feet of the

boundaries of the property upon which the wetland bank site is proposed, as shown by the
records of the county treasurer; and

(3) The general public within a bank's proposed service area through:

(a) A published notice in a newspaper of general circulation in the service area of the
proposed bank and in other counties as deemed appropriate, and

(b) A notice posted in a conspicuous manner on the property upon which the proposed bank
is to be located.

173-700-255 Length of comment period (1) The department must provide at least thirty-
days for the public comment.

(2) Wetland banks that require an environmental impact statement may need longer
comment periods.

• (3) The comment period may be extended if the department holds a public heating for
a wetland bank proposal.

6

173-700-256 Requesting a public hearing (1) The bank sponsor, any interested government
entity, any group or any person may request, in writing, a public hearing on the bank
certification.

(2) The request must be received by the department before the end of the comment
period specified on the public notice.

(3) Any request for a public hearing shall indicate the interest of the party filing it and
why a hearing is warranted.

173-700-257 When is a public hearing held? (1) The department shall determine, in its sole

discretion, if significant public interest exists to hold a public hearing.

(2) The department shall provide at least fourteen calendar days prior notice of any
hearing.
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173-700-258 Public records (1) The department must make available for public inspection
the certification application, draft bank instrument and other supporting materials.

(2) The department shall keep a record of the comments received by the department
and issues raised during the public participation process on the bank certification. Those
records are available to the public.

(3) The department may not render a certification decision until the public comment period is
complete.

PART IV

BANK ESTABLISHMENT - TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

173-700-300 Ecological design incentives (1) One of the goals of the wetland banking
certification program is to encourage banks that provide significant ecological benefits. In
order to achieve this, incentives have been built into the certification and bank

establishment process to encourage the siting and designing of banks that provide
significant ecological benefits.

(2) The incentives include, but are not limited to. more favorable credit conversion
rates, higher releases of credits, and larger service areas. For each of these elements, banks
that satisfy more of the decision-making criteria or that satisfy those criteria to a higher
degree generally receive more favorable conditions. The department, through the MBRT
process, shall make decisions regarding the application of specific incentives on a case-by-
case basis.

(3) Bank sponsors should consult the following sections of this rule for criteria that
the deparmaent shall use for its decision-making:

(a) Determining the amount of credit generated by a bank site under WAC 173-700-355
and WAC 173-700-357;
(b) The designation of service areas under WAC 17:3-700-311; and
(c)The scheduling of credit releases under WAC 173-700-372 through WAC 173-700-375.

(4) The department shall encourage, with better credit conversion rates, banks that
include restoration of wetland systems and banks that provide significant habitat value
because they provide connections or corridors to other natural areas.

173-700-310 Service area (1) The department, through the MBRT process, must
determine the appropriate service areafor proposed banks.

(2) The bank sponsor must describe and include a map of the bank's proposed
service area in the draft bank instrument.

(3) The extent of the service area must be based on the functions provided by the
bank and the distance from the bank site that the ecological functions can reasonably be
expected to compensate for impacts to wetlands. The department must consider the
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hydrologic and biotic criteria as identified in WAC 173-700-311 when designating a
service area.

173-700-311 Criteria for determining service area size The size of a service area must
be determined based on the following elements:

(1) The functions provided by the bank;

(2) Whether and how far the ecological and hydrological benefits of the bank
extend beyond the bank site location;

(3) The landscape position of the bank site within the watershed;

(4) The WRIA in which the bank is located;

(5) The ecoregion in which the requested service area is located;

(6) The ecological sustainability of the bank site;

(7) The quality,, diversity, and regional significance of the habitats provided;

(8) Local needs and requirements, such as consistency with land-use or watershed
management plans;

(9) Consideration of the types of impacts to wetlands or other aquatic resources that
may be compensated through the use of credits from the banks; and

(10) Available information on baseline conditions in the requested service area such
as that found in watershed management plans, function assessments, wetland mapping or
inventories, storm water management plans, and comprehensive land use plans.

173-700-320 Site selection (1) Mitigation banks must be planned and designed to be self-
sustaining over time. The department and the MBRT shall carefully consider ecological
sustainability and suitability when determining if a site is an appropriate location for a
mitigation bank. ,

(2) Considerations shall include, but are not limited to:

(a) Whether the site includes areas that can be restored to wetland conditions;

(b) Whether the site possesses the physical, chemical and biological characteristics to
support the bank goals and objectives;

(c) Whether the size and location of the bank is appropriate relative to the ecological
features found at the site, such as sources of water;

(d) If the bank sponsor has obtained any necessary water rights for the site, if necessary;

(e) The wetland functions and values that the site has the potential to provide;

(f) Whether the bank site can provide increased or improved wetland functions and restore
ecological processes within the basin or the watershed;

(g) If the bank site has a high potential to connect or complement existing wetlands;
(h) The types of unavoidable impacts that are anticipated to use bank credits for
compensatory mitigation;
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(i) Whether the site and bank objectives are compatible with surrounding land-uses lying
both up and down gradient;

(j) Whether the bank site can be protected over time from direct, indirect, and cumulative
impacts due to current and foreseeable future land-uses;

(k) Whether the bank site is consistent with existing planning documents, such as watershed.
zoning, or comprehensive land-use plans and critical areas rules;

(I) Whether the bank site contributes to the improvement of identified management
problems within the drainage basin or watershed, such as sedimentation, water quality
de_adation, or flood control;

(m) What the historical land-uses were at that site;

(n) The presence and quantity of invasive species on the site;

(o) The existence of a native seed bank on the site;

(p) Whether the process of establishing the bank at the site will compromise ecologically
significant aquatic or upland resources, cultural sites, or habitat for threatened, endangered,
or candidate species; and

(q) The degree &long-term maintenance necessa_ for the site.

(3) The establishment and use of mitigation banks in or adjacent to areas of national, state, or
regional ecological significance is encouraged if the establishment and operation of the mitigation
bank does not compromise the protection or functioning of the ecologically significant areas.

173-700-330 Assessment of wetland functions (1) The sponsor must assess the ecological
functions provided by the bank site based on a method specified in the bank instrument.

(2) The department may require a sponsor to use either a "best professional
judgement" method for assessing wetland functions or a specific regional function
assessment method

173-700-340 Minimum buffers (1) The department, through the MBRT process, must
determine a minimum buffer necessary for each bank. The minimum buffer for a bank must
be sufficient to protect and enhance the functions at the bank.

(2) The department must consider the following criteria when it determines a
minimum buffer for a bank:

(a) The quality of the wetlands in the bank and the level of sensitivity of the wetlands to off-site
activities;
(b) The functions to be provided by the bank;
(c) The quality of the buffer, (existing conditions and proposed conditions);
(d) The functions that the buffer needs to provide; and
(e) The intensity of adjacem land-uses.

(2) Minimum buffers shall generally range between 50 and 300 feet in width.

(3) The minimum buffer does not generate credit.

(4) The bank sponsor must provide at least the minimum buffer required by the
deparnnent.
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173-700-350 Credit description. The bank sponsor must provide a description of what the
bank credits represent in the bank instrument.

(1) For credits determined using a conversion rate under WAC 173-700-353, the bank
sponsor shall describe the credits in terms of acreage of: the wetland rating category;
hydrogeomorphic (HGM) class, and Cowardin class of wetland. The credit description must
list the ecological functions provided by the bank.

(2) For credits determined using an alternative method under WAC 173-700-359, the
bank sponsor shall describe, in the bank instrument, the method used to determine the credits
and what the credits represent.

173-700-351 Types of credits (1) There are three stages in the life of a mitigation bank
credit:

(a) Potential credit;
(b) Available credit; and
(c) Debited credit.

(2) Credits are initially called potential credits because while they are anticipated to
be generated by the bank, they do not actually exist until the bank meets specific
performance standards. After a bank attains the performance standards specified in the bank
instrument and the department releases a potential credit, then that credit becomes an
available credit.

(3) Only available credits can be used to meet permit requirements.

173-700-352 Determination of credits (1) Credits may be generated at a bank site through
the restoration, creation, enhancement, or preservation of wetlands or a combination thereof.

(2) Preservation alone may generate credits under WAC 1"_3-700-360.

(3) Buffer areas, beyond the minimum required under WAC 173-700-340, and
upland habitats may generate credits to the extent that those areas contribute to the overall
ecological functioning and sustainability of the bank.

(4) The department must give priority to the restoration of degraded or former
wetlands when determining credits.

(5) The method for credit detenrlination must be the same for the life of the bank.

(6) Debits and credits must be determined using the same method and be in the same
unit of "currency".

173-700-353 Default method for determining credits. (1) The department shall use
acreage of wetland as the default credit unit for calculating credits at a bank site.
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(2) The department, through the MBRT process, shall determine the number of
potential credits at a bank using a credit conversion rate.

(3) The credit conversion rate uses a ratio of acre-credits generated at the bank site to
acres of activiW such as restoration, creation, enhancement or preservation:
(Acre-credit : Acres of activity).

(4) Except as provided in WAC 173-700-358, the department must determine the
credit conversion rates for individual banks from within the ranges specified in this
subsection.

(5) This section and WAC 173-700-354 through WAC 173-700-358 do not apply to
banks using an alternative method to determine credits under WAC 173-700-359.

173-700-354 Wetland credit conversion rates The ranges for establishing conversion rates
for wetland areas are as follows:

If the mitigation activity is: The conversion rate can range from:

Acre credit : Acre mit. activi_,

Restoration l: 1 to 1:2

Creation 1:1 to 1:5

Enhancement 1:2 to 1:6

Preservation:

In combination with 1:2 to 1:10
restoration or creation of

wetlands

Preservation alone 1:5 to 1:20

173-700-355 Criteria for determiningconversion rates for wetlands Unless an altemate
credit determination method is used under WAC 173-700-359, the department, through the
MBRT process, shall use the following criteria to determine specific conversion rates for
wetlands on a bank site:

(1) The anticipated net gains in wetland functions at the bank site;

(2) The qualiw of the wetlands and habitats at the bank si_e;

(3) The rarity, of the wetlands and habitats at the bank site;

(4) The degree to which the bank provides functions that are degraded or limited in a
watershed;

(5) The habitat value of the bank site;
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(6) The site's contribution to the protection or recovery, or both, of state or federally
listed threatened or endangered species, protection of state priority, species and habitats, and
locally significant habitats;

(7) The size, quality, and functioning of the buffers for the site;

(8) The degree of connectivity to other habitats and open space areas;

(9) The likelihood of the successful implementation of the site design and successful
performance of the targeted wetland functions;

(10) The quality of supporting information provided; and.

(1 I) Public education and access, if ecologically appropriate.

173-700-356 Conversion rates for uplands and buffer areas (1) Buffers provided above
and beyond the minimum buffer required under WAC 173-700-340 are eligible to generate
credit. Such buffer areas are ca]led eligible buffers.

(2) Eligible buffers and other upland habitats may generate credits at a conversion
rate from 1:5 to 1:20.

173-700-357 Criteria for determining conversion rates for uplands and eligible buffer
areas Unless an alternate credit determination method is used under WAC 173-700-359, the
department, through the MBRT process, shall use the following criteria to determine specific
conversion rates for uplands and eligible buffers on a bank site:

(i) Degree of contribution to the ecological functioning of the bank;

(2) The adequacy of the area to perform the desired function(s):

(3) Adjacent land uses including foreseeable future land uses; and

(4) Connectivity to other habitats and open space areas.

173-700-358 Exceptions to credit conversion ranges (1) The department, through the
MBRT process, may allow a conversion rate for wetlands or non-wetland areas that are
outside of the ranges specified in WAC 173-700-354 and WAC 173-700-356.

(2) All exceptions for credit conversion rates authorized by the department must be:

(a) Made on a case-by-case basis, considering the specific circumstances of a bank; and
(b) Based on ecological considerations.

173-700-359 Using an alternative method to calculate credits The department may allow
the use of an alternative method to determine credits so long as:

(1) The department, through the MBRT process, approves of the method;

(2) The method is applicable and appropriate for the Pacific Northwest;
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(3) The method is applicable for use on projects debiting from the bank; and

(4) The same method is applied to the bank throughout the operational life of the
bank.

173-700-360 Credits for preservation (1) Preserving wetlands or associated uplands may
generate credit when the preservation occurs in conjunction with the restoration,
enhancement, or creation of a wetland.

(2) Preservation of wetlands as the sole means of generating credits may be approved
in exceptional circumstances by the department, through the MBRT process if:

(a) The area proposed for preservation is a high quality, system; and
(b) The area proposed for preservation is at risk because the wetland is under demonstrable
threat of loss, or substantial degradation, due to human activities that might not otherwise be
expected to be restricted.

173-700-361 Determining high quality wetland systems (1) The department shall
• determine whether a site is a high quality system for preservation when the preservation is

the only credit-generating activity in a bank.

(2) The factors that the department must consider in making this determination
include whether the wetland:

(a) Has a Category I or II wetland rating (Category lII only in exceptional cases);
(b) Is a rare wetland type;
(c) Provides habitat for threatened or endangered species;
(d) Is located in a floodway, or in a portion of a floodplain that is documented as a
frequently fooded area, or is providing flood retention and storage;
(e) Provides biological or hydrological connectivity or both;
(f) Is of high regional or watershed importance, such as listed as a priority, site in a
watershed plan; or
(g) Contains high native species diversity.

173-700-370 Schedule for the release of credits (1) Releases of credits must be tied to the
attaimnent of performance standards (See WAC 173-700-380) specified in the bank
instrument.

(2) The department, through the MBRT process, shall determine a schedule for the
release of credits at individual banks.

(3) The department must determine the number of credits to be released when the
bank attains specific performance standards.

(4) The department shall base the number of credits to be released on, but not limited
to, the following criteria:

(a) The amount of ecolog-ical gain at the time of the release;

(b) The bank sponsor's experience and success with similar types of wetland projects;
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(c) The expected length of time necessary to achieve project goals for wetland function
performance and wetland types; and
(d) The possibility of design failure.

(5) The bank sponsor shall include in the bank instrument the schedule for release of
credits at the attainment of specific performance standards, and the amount of credit
available for each release.

173-700-371 Limits on credit releases (1) The credit-release schedule and amount of
credits eligible for release may not exceed the maximum amounts under WAC 173-700-372
through WAC 173-700-375.

(2) The department must release credits when it concurs that the bank has attained all of
the performance standards required for a specific release.

(3) The maximum percentages of credits able to be released under WAC 173-700-372
through WAC 173-700-374 do not include credits generated by preservation of wetlands.

(4) The department, through the MBRT process, may release potential credits generated
by the preservation of existing wetlands or aquatic resources after the minimum requirements
specified in WAC 173-700-372 have been met.

173-700-372 Credit release - pre-construction (1) The department, through the MBRT
process, must determine if it is appropriate to allow credits to be released from a wetland
mitigation bank before a bank is constructed. The department must determine whether to
allow pre-construction releases of credits on a case-by-case basis, which considers the
particular ecological and economic circumstances of each bank.

(2) Initial physical and biological improvements must be completed within one year
following the initial release of credits.

(3) The following criteria must be met prior to any release of credits:
(a) The bank instrument is signed and approved; •
(b) The permanent protection mechanism and financial assurances are established; and
(c) Ownership of the bank site is secured.

173-700-373 Credit release- after construction (1) Up to forty percent of the total
potential credits may be released when the department, in consultation with signatory
agencies, approves:

(a) The complete implementation of construction plans; and
(b) The as-built condition of the bank.

(2) Approval of the as-built condition of a bank includes the following steps:

(a) The bank sponsor must submit, to the department, the final as-built plans that reflect the
final grading and planting of the bank site, and sufficient copies of the final as-built plans
for the bank's signatories;

(b) The department must review the final as-built plans;
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(b) The department, or its designee, must inspect the as-built condition of the bank. The
department shall invite the bank's signatories and other interested members of the MBRT to
inspect the as-built condition of the bank: and
(c) If the department approves of the as-built plans and the constructed condition of the site.
then the department must release the amount credit specified in the bank instrument.

173-700-374 Credit release- Attainment of hydrologic performance standards

(1) Up to fifty percent of total potential credits may be released when the
department, in consultation with signatory agencies, determines that the hydrologic
performance standard(s), at a minimum, has been attained.

(2) The department, through the MBRT process, may require that additional
performance standards be met prior to releasing up to fifty percent of the total potential
credits.

173-700-375 Credit release - Final release (1) The department may not release all of the
potential credits until the bank has fully attained all of the performance standards specified in
the bank instrument.

(2) After a bank site has successfully attained all of its performance standards and the
department concurs that all performance standards have been attained, the department must
release all remaining potential credits.

173-700-376 Additional credit releases (i) Releases of credits earlier than those specified
in the bank instrument may be approved by the department, in consultation with the
signatories, as long as the maximum percentages for the release of potential credits specified
in WAC 173-700-372 through WAC 173-700-375 are not exceeded.

(2) Earlier releases of credits may be warranted if the department, in consultation
with the signatories, requests the sponsor to perform actions beyond those identified in the
bank instrument in order to increase the projected functions of the site. Implementation of
management activities that are necessary to attain the performance standards required in the
bank instrument are not included.

(3) An addendum to the bank instrument shall document any deviation from the credit
release schedule.

173-700-380 Performance standards (1) The bank sponsor must specify the bank's performance
standards in the bank instrument.

(2) Performance standards must be based on the objectives and goals of the bank identified in
the bank instrument and linked to a specific objective.

(3) Performance standards must identify measurable values for variables linked to specific
objectives.
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(4) The department, through the MBRT process, may require multiple years of monitoring
data to document the sustainable attainment of specific performance standards, particularly
hydrologic performance standards.

(5) A bank is considered fully successful when all of the performance standards specified in
the bank instrument have been attained.

173-700-390 Financial responsibiliD" (1) Certification of a wetland mitigation bank under this rule
does not imply or guarantee the financial viability of the wetland mitigation bank.

(2) Bank sponsors are responsible for conducting any financial studies prior to
implementation of a bank instrument to determine the financial risks and potential economic
viability of the bank.

(3) The department may not consider the economic standing or condition of a bank when
implementing mitigation sequencing, determining unavoidable impacts, or evaluating compensation
alternatives for debit projects.

173-700-391 Financial assurances. (1) The department, through the MBRT process, must require
that financial assurances be posted to ensure that the potential risks to the environment from
unsuccessful mitigation banks are minimized.

(2) The department must determine the amount of financial assurances required on a bank-
specific basis.

(3) The amount of financial assurances required by the department must be commensurate
with the de_ee of risk ofbank failure and the nature and extent of site alteration and development.

(3) The department may reduce the amounts of posted financial assurances over the
operational life of the bank as the bank matures and the risk of failure is reduced.

(4) The bank instrument and the financial assurance mechanisms must specify the financial
requirements and conditions, and the entity responsible for the release or cashing of the financial ,
assurances.

(5) The department must determine the adequacy of the proposed financial assurances prior
to certification.

173-700-392 Levels of financial assurances The department may require all of the following levels
of financial assurances for mitigation banks:

(1) Financial assurances for construction of the bank site;

(2) Financial assurances for short-term management of the bank (see WAC 173-700-420);
and

(3) Financial assurances for long-term management of the bank (see WAC 173-700-421).
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173-700-393 Financial assurances for construction. (1) When credits are released prior to the
construction of a wetland mitigation bank, a financial assurance sufficient to cover the anticipated
costs of cons_uction shall be required prior to any release of credits.

(2) The amount of the financial assurance must be sufficient to cover the estimated costs for
construction plus the costs for contract administration and overhead.

(3) Construction cost estimates must be based on the costs of having an indel_endent
contractor perform the construction of the bank. The sponsor must provide the department with two
written estimates from qualified contractors.

(4) The department shall authorize the release of the financial assurance mechanism for bank
construction after the department has approved the as-buih condition of the bank.

(5) Banks may be developed in phases as specified in the bank instrument. If any credits are
released prior to the construction of the bankor a phase of the bank, the department must require a
financial assurance sufficient to cover the costs of construction of that phase plus administrative
costs incurred by the department.

(6) The department may not require a financial assurance for construction if the first release

of credits for a bank after the bank has been constructed and the department has approved the as-
builts.

173-700-394 Financial assurances for short-term management. (1) The department must require
a financial assurance for short-term management (See WAC 173-700-420) for all banks that have
credit releases prior to full attainment of all performance standards.

(2) The amount of the financial assurance must be sufficient to cover all short-term
maintenance activities under WAC 173-700-420 for the operational life of the bank.

(3) The cost estimates for short-term management must be based on the costs to have the
applicable work in subsection (5) of this section performed by an independent contractor.

(4) The sponsor shall provide the department with two written estimates from qualified
contractors.

(5) Monitoring and maintenance expenses used to determine the amount of the short-term
management financial assurance may include, but are not limited to:

a) Estimated costs for a contractor to implement the contingency actions identified in the bank
instrument;

b) Estimated costs of all monitoring activities required in the monitoring plan for the bank as
specified in the bank instrument;

(c) Costs to implement the site plan, such as irrigation, control of invasive species, or
phased planting; and

(d) Estimated costs for management activities required during the operational life of the bank as
specified in the bank instrument (e.g. control of invasive vegetation or phased plantings), plus
department costs for contract administration and overhead.
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173-700-395 Financial assurances for long-term management (I) The department must require
a financial assurance for the long-term management (see WAC 173-700-42 l) of a wetland bank site.

(2) The bank sponsor must secure sufficient funds for the anticipated long-term
management costs as required by the department.

(3) The purpose of the long-term financial assurance is to ensure that the lon_-tenn manager
or owner of a bank site has the financial resources available to perform the minimum responsibilities
of any real property owner and ensure that the bank site remains in its natural condition.

(4) These responsibilities may include but are not limited to:

(a) Payment of property taxes:

(b) Control of noxious weeds;

(c) Maintenance of structures such as water control structures, fences, trails or signs; and

(d) Other long-term management activities required in the bank instrument.

(5) The bank sponsor must provide department with two estimates for the costs of
annual maintenance of the bank site.

(6) If the ownership of the site is transferred in the future, the financial mechanism for long-
term management must remain with the entity responsible for the long-term management of the
bank.

PART V

OPERATION OF BANKS

173-700-400 Monitoring The goals of monitoring bank sites are to:

(1) Document the post-construction baseline conditions at the bank site;

(2) Document the condition of the bank site as it develops over time;

(3) Document the attaimnent ofperfonrmnce standards; and

(4) Provide early identification of problems in the site's development to trigger
potential contingency actions.

173-700-401 Monitoring plan (1) The bank sponsor must develop a monitoring plan for
each bank site and include it in the bank instrument.

(2) The monitoring plan must include:

(a) A list of the bank's performance standards;

(b) A description of the variables that will be monitored and how they will be evaluated;
(c) A description of the methods or protocols used to monitor the identified variables;
(d) A schedule of monitoring including details regarding the time of year, frequency, and
duration;

(e) A description of proposed photo documentation of the site; and
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(f) A detailed contingency plan as outlined in WAC 173-700-402.

173-700-402 Contingency plan (1) Each bank instrument must include a contingency plan
in case the bank fails to attain any performance standards.

(2) The contingency plan for a bank site must include the following elements:

(a) Identification of potential causes for site failure;
(b) Alternatives for contingency actions that may be required if the monitoring indicates that
the site will not achieve specific performance standards; and
(c) The bank sponsor's responsibilities in reporting and implementing contingency actions.

173-700-403 Duration of monitoring (1) The bank sponsor must monitor the wetland bank
for at least five years.

(2) The department, through the MBRT process, shall determine a monitoring
schedule for the bank that is of sufficient duration to show that the bank is progressing
toward ecological success and sustainability. For example, longer monitoring periods may
be required for banks that contain wetland systems that require more time to reach a stable
condition (e.g. forested wetlands and estuarine restoration).

(3) The department may require additional monitoring at bank sites where
contingency actions have been undertaken.

173-700-404 Monitoring reports (1) The bank sponsor must submit to the department
monitoring reports that document the conditions and progress of the bank's development.
Those reports must be submitted according to the schedule documented in the bank
instrument.

(2) The monitoring report must identify by name and qualification the persons and
organizations conducting the monitoring and must contain all data necessary to document
compliance with performance standards and the bank instrument.

(3) The report must include, but is not limited to:
(a) Photo points or referenced locations where photographs of the site are taken periodically to
document site progress;
(b) Data collected during the monitoring;
(c) A narrative summary of the results of the monitoring;
(d) Discussion of whether applicable performance standards were attained;
(e) Discussion of recommended management activities to improve attainment of performance
standards or performance of functions at the site;

(f) Identification of any probable causes for failure of the bank to attain any performance
standards; and
(g) Recommendations for contingency actions, if applicable.
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173-700-405 As-built reporting (1) Within sixty days after the completion of grading or planting.
or both, the bank sponsor must submit to the department a post-construction report documenting the
"as-built" conditions of the site.

(2) The bank sponsor must identify in the as-built report any variations from the site design
plan approved in the bank instrument.

173-700-410 Obtaining credit releases (1) In order to obtain a release of credits, a bank
sponsor must petition the department in writing for a credit release once the bank has met the
required performance standards.

(2) The bank sponsor must send the department the petition and must include
supporting documentation that the required performance standards have been met.

(3) The depamnent must respond to the petition within thirty, days of receipt of the
written petition and supporting documents.

(4) The department, or its designee, may conduct an on-site inspection to verify that
performance standards have been met. Bank signatories and members of the MBRT are
encouraged to participate in the on-site visits.

(5) The bank sponsor must allow the department access to the site and to all
documentation relevant to the requested credit release.

(6) The department must grant the release of credits upon its approval of the
attainment of the required performance standards.

173-700-411 Recording credit transactions (1) When an available credit is debited from a
bank, the bank sponsor must record each credit withdrawal transaction at the auditor's office
of the county in which the bank is located.

(2) Any recording fees or other costs are the responsibility of the sponsor.

(3) Each credit withdrawal transaction must include the following:

(a) The wetland mitigation bank application number assigned by the department;
(b) Name of the person or entity purchasing credits;
(c) Location of the debit project that is approved to use bank credits as compensation;
(d) Debit project permit numbers and types;
(e) Debit project impact acreage and wetland types; and
(f) Date and number of credits sold or used.

(4) The bank sponsor must submit a copy of the recorded transaction to the
department within thirty days of the auditor's office recording of each withdrawal
transaction.

173-700-412 Accounting and tracking of credit transactions (1) The bank sponsor must
maintain a separate credit -tracking ledger for each wetland mitigation bank that the sponsor
develops.
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(2) The bank sponsor must document all credit transactions in the credit-tracking
ledger and maintain copies of all credit withdrawal transactions.

173-700-413 Credit-tracking ledger The credit-tracking ledger must include the following
information:

(1) Bank sponsor or owner name and contact information;

(2) Wetland mitigation bank application number assigned by the department:

(3) Legal description of the bank location;

(4) Construction date of the bank;

(5) Wetland types and target functions of the bank;

(6) Dates and amounts of all petitions for release of credits;

(7) A balance of all potential credits;

(8) A balance of all available credits; and

9) Dates, amounts, and supporting information as listed in WAC 173-700-411 for all
withdrawal transactions.

173-700-414 Annual account reporting (1) By the end of February of each year, the bank
sponsor must submit to the department an annual transaction report.

(2) The annual transaction report must include a complete copy of the credit-tracking
ledger and, if requested by the .department, copies of all credit transactions from the previous
calendar year.

173-700-415 Master ledger (1) The department shall maintain a master ledger for each
bank and must cross check the bank sponsor's annual transaction report against the master
ledger.

(2) The department must notify the bank sponsor within sixty days of receipt of the
sponsor's annual report if that report conflicts with the master ledger.

(3) The bank sponsor is responsible for reconciling any discrepancies between the
bank sponsor's credit-tracking ledger and the department's master ledger. If the bank sponsor
fails to resolve any discrepancies, the department may suspend the further use of available
credits under WAC 173-700-630.

173-700-416 Random audits (1) The department may conduct random audits during the
operational life of a bank.
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(2) The audit may include the department contacting the local jurisdiction(s) and the
county auditor's office to verify all transactions listed in a bank's credit-tracking ledger.

(3) In the event of an audit, the bank sponsor must provide all supporting
documentation requested by the department in order to verify transactions listed in the bank's
credit tracking ledger.

(4) Unexplainable discrepancies between the public records and the bank's credit
tracking ledger may result in the department initiating compliance actions under WAC 173-
700-600 through WAC 173-700-630.

173-700-420 Short-term management (1) Short-term management includes all activities
and actions necessary to ensure the successful development of a wetland bank.

(2) The period of short-term maintenance includes the entire operational life of the
bank.

(3) Short-term management includes, but is not limited to, the following activities:
(a) Actions necessary to implement the site plan such as, but not limited to, irrigation, control
of invasive species, and phased plantings;
(b) Regular monitoring of the site as described in the monitoring plan for the bank under
WAC 173-700-401;

(c) Ongoing maintenance activities required during the operational life of the bank as
specified in the bank instrument. For example, a bank may require regular control of
invasive species or maintenance of a water control structure; and
(d) Implementation of contingency actions, if required.

173-700-421 Long-term management (1) The bank sponsor must provide long-term
management of the bank in order to maintain the wetland bank in its natural state.

(2) The bank sponsor must describe in the bank instrument any anticipated
management and maintenance activities.

(3) The long-term maintenance and management activities may include, but are not
limited to:

(a) Noxious weed control and removal of invasive species as needed;
(b) Repair and maintenance of any structures on the site;
(c) Repair due to vandalism; and

(d) Tax assessments, utility fees, or other costs for the property on which the wetland bank
is located.

(4) The sponsor must identify the long-term manager of the wetland bank either in
the bank instrument or the conservation easement, or both.

(5) The department shall require a signed contract or agreement between the
department and the long-term manager for the bank. That contract must specify the role and
responsibilities of the long-term manager of the site(s).
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(6) The owner of a wetland bank may not complete any conveyance of title,
easement, lease, or other interest directly related to the wetland bank without adequate and
complete provision for the continued management of the wetland bank in a natural state.

173-700-422 Permanent protection (1) Wetland bank sites must be permanently protected
and preserved in their natural state. The department shall require that the bank sponsor use
institutional controls to ensure the long-term protection and preservation of the bank site.

(2) Institution controls include:

(a) Legal and administrative mechanisms to limit site activities that are incompatible with the
goals and purposes of the site. Examples include, but are not limited to, placing a
conservation easement on the bank site and designating a long-ten_ manager or steward for
the bank;

(b) Physical measures to minimize adverse impacts to the wetland and its biotic communit-y
such as erecting signs, fencing, vehicle barriers, and designated trails; and

(c) Establishment of an endowment or trust for the long-term management of the site.

(3) Real estate arrangements must be approved by the department and secured prior to
any release of credits. The real estate arrangements must transfer with the property.

173-700-423 Conservation easements for wetland banks The conservation easement for a
wetland bank must:

(1) Prohibit alterations to the wetland bank that may interfere with the ecological
functioning of the bank;

(2) Require the long-term manager of the wetland bank to notify, the department if the
owner conveys any interest in the wetland bank;

(3) Require the long-term manager of the wetland bank to notify the department and
receive approval from the department for any proposal to use the wetland bank in a manner
that is inconsistent with the conservation easement;

(4) Grant the department and its designated representatives the right to enter the
wetland bank at reasonable times for the purpose of evaluating compliance with the terms of
the bank instrument and the conservation easement; and

(5) Require the owner to include in any instrument conveying any interest in any
portion of the wetland bank, notice of the conservation easement under this section.

PART Vl

USE OF WETLAND BANK CREDITS

173-700-500 Available credits (1) Potential credits at a bank site that have been released by the
depamnent are referred to as "available credits".
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(2) An available credit may be used to provide compensation for unavoidable wetland
impacts authorized under a federal, state, or local permit in accordance with the conditions of the
bank certification and approved bank instrument.

(3) Permitting agencies for debit projects are responsible for determining if the use of
available credits from a bank provides appropriate compensation for the debit project's unavoidable
impacts.

173-700-501 Projects eligible to use a bank (1) Projects located within the bank's service
area are eligible to apply to use credits from that bank for compensation.

173-700-502 Replacement ratios for debit projects (1) Replacement ratios used to determine
compensation requirements for debit projects that use bank credits should generally be lower than
those required for project-specific concurrent mitigation.

(2) The replacement ratios for debit projects should take into consideration that credit
conversion rates for wetland banks include adjustments for the site's overall ecological benefit.
Therefore, one acre-credit at a bank is not necessarily equal to one acre on the ground, in many
cases one acre-credit from a bank represents more than one acre at the bank site.

(3) Replacement ratios for debit projects should reflect:

(a) The existing risk of failure at the time credits are debited;
(b) Any temporal losses;
(c) Out-of kind considerations; and
(d) Compensation for the distance from the affected wetland to the bank site.

(4) Recommended replacement ratios for debit projects may be specified in a bank
instrument.

173-700-503 Use of credits for fish habitat and hydrologic functions (1) Impacts to
hydrologic functions and fish habitat may not be mitigated with credits from a bank that is
located in a different WRIA from the impact site, unless the permitting agency(ies)
determines that the use of credits from a bank is appropriate, and consistent with all other
applicable laws, including but not limited to the Endangered Species Act and local recovery
plans.

(2) Generally, impacts to salmonid fish habitat and hydrologic functions should be
mitigated in the same stream reach or sub-basin, respectively, as the impact site.

173-700-504 Use of credits outside of the service area (1) The department, in
consultation with the bank's signatories, may authorize the use of mitigation bank credits to
compensate for impacts outside of the bank's designated service area if the department
deems that use to be practicable and environmentally desirable.

(2) When a debit project located outside of the bank's designated service area requests to use
bank credits as compensation for an authorized wetland impact, the bard<sponsor must:
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(a) Use the posted financial assurances to have the required contingency actions completed;
or

(b) Adjust the total number of potential credits at the bank under WAC 173-700-620.

(6) The department shall send a copy of the non-compliance notification to the bank's
signatories.

(7) Thirty days after the date of the bank sponsor's receipt of the department's
notification in subsection (5) of this section, the department may initiate the actions specified
in the notification.

173-700-620 Adjustments in total credits (1) The department may adjust the final number
of credits available at a bank based on actual conditions of the bank site at the time of the
final release of credits.

(2) The department shall consult with a bank's signatories to determine whether the
number of credits at a bank should be adjusted at the time of the final release of credits.

(3) The department may adjust the number of credits at a bank in the following ways:

(a) The departn_ent, in consultation with the bank signatories, may reduce total number of
credits at a bank site if all of the required performance standards cannot be attained;

(b) The department, in consultation with the bank signatories, may increase the number of
credits available at a bank site if:

(i) All of the required performance standards are met; and
(ii) The department determines that the site provides higher levels of function than
was originally projected; or

(c) After the department concurs that all of the required performance standards have been
met, the department may recalculate the remaining available restoration and creation credits
to achieve a conversion rate of one to one. The revised conversion rates for restoration or
creation credits should be based on the criteria listed in WAC173-700-355.

173-700-630 Suspension of credit use (1) The department may suspend a bank's use of
credits to bring a bank into compliance. If the deparmaent suspends the use of credits, credits
may not be debited until the department lifts the suspension.

(2) The suspension shall include all available credits at a bank.

(3) The department may suspend the use of available credits for the following
reasons:

(a) If the department determines that a bank is out of compliance with the terms of its
certification and the sponsor has not implemented the contingency actions required by the
department;
(b) If the department determines that a bank is not in compliance with the terms of its
certification and that the sponsor has not made reasonable efforts to bring the bank into
compliance; or
(c) If the department determines that there is documented fraudulent use of the bank.
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(4) If credit use is suspended by the department, the department must notify the bank

sponsor by certified mail with return receipt requested that further use of credits has been

suspended.

(5) The department shall maintain the suspension until compliance is achieved.

(6) The use of credits shall remain suspended until the department notifies the bank

sponsor in writing that credit use may be resumed.

PART VIII

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

173-700-700 Responsibilities of the bank sponsor (1) The bank sponsor must meet the

requirements of these rules.

(2) It is the responsibility of the bank sponsor to provide the wetland mitigation

prospectus and bank instrument consistent with WAC 173-700-223 and 173-700-241,
respectively.

(3) It is the bank sponsor's responsibility to incorporate specific elements required

by the department and the MBRT into the final bank instrument.

(3) The bank sponsor is responsible for obtaining all required federal, state, and local
permits and approvals for the construction and establishment of the wetland mitigation bank.

(4) The bank sponsor is responsible for assuring the success of the restoration,

creation, enhancement, or preservation activities, or a combination of these activities, at the

mitigation bank.

(5) The bank sponsor is responsible for the construction, operation, maintenance,

permanent protection, and all costs including contingency actions, if required, and financial
assurances for the mitigation bank in accordance with the bank instrument and this rule.

(6) The bank sponsor must secure adequate funds for the operation and maintenance.

of the bank during its operational life and the long-term management and permanent

protection of the bank sites.

(7) The bank sponsor must secure real estate arrangements that will permanently
protect the property on which the bank is located.

(8) The bank sponsor is responsible for the evaluation and protection of historic,

cultural, and archeological resources of the bank site.

(9) The bank sponsor must monitor the development of the bank site and report
findings to the deparnnent under WAC 173-700-404.

(10) The bank sponsor is responsible for submitting written petitions for releases of
credits under WAC 173-700-410.

(11 ) The bank sponsor is responsible for the accounting and maintenance of ledgers
regarding the deposit and withdrawal of credits from the mitigation bank under WAC 173-
700-412 and WAC 173-700-413.
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(a) Provide written notice of the proposed use of credits and a request for comments to the
department and the bank's signatories;
(b) Convene a meeting of the signatory, agencies, ifnecessar3,;
(c) Obtain written approval from. the department and the bank's signatories on the proposed use of
credits;
(d) Send copies of the approvals to the department; and
(e) Include the approval documents as an addendum to the bank instrument.

(3) Linear projects, such as roadways, transmission lines, distribution lines,
pipelines, or railways, may be eligible to use a bank even though all of the projects" impacts
are not located within the bank's service area. However, the following conditions must be
met:

(a) At least one impact from the project must lie within the bank's service area;
(b) The bank must provide appropriate compensation for the impacts; and
(c) The determination to allow use of bank credits for impacts lying outside of a bank's
service area must take into consideration the elements used in determining the bank's
service area as listed in WAC 173-700-311.

173-700-505 Use of credits for more than one permit (1) A credit must only be used to
compensate for one authorized impact to wetlands or aquatic resources. Once a credit has
been used (debited), it may not be used as compensation for a different wetland impact
authorized under a another regulatory program.

(2) Some debit projects may require authorization under more than one regulatory
program, (e.g. Section 404 authorization, local grading permit and a hydraulic project
approval). A credit can be used to compensate for one impact that requires multiple
authorizations for the same impact.

PART VII

COMPLIANCE WITH CERTIFICATION

173-700-600 Compliance with the terms of certification (1) It is the department's goal to
ensure that the establishment and operation of a mitigation bank is consistent with the terms
and conditions of the certification as specified in the bank instrument. The department may
use one or more of the methods provided for in WAC 173-700-610 through WAC 173-700-
630 to gain compliance of certified banks.

173-700-610 Contingency actions (1) If a bank is unable to attain the required performance
standards specified in the bank instrument, the department may require that the sponsor
implement contingency actions necessary to correct any site deficiencies.

(2) Upon the bank sponsor's determination that the bank is not or will not attain
performance standards, the bank sponsor shall notify the department and the bank's
signatories that the bank site will not attain the required perfomaance standards.
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(3) Any agency, entity, or person may also notify, the department if it has supporting
documentation that a bank site is not successfully meeting the required performance
standards.

(4) The notification must include:

(a) A clear statement of the problem;
(b) Supporting documentation of the problem, such as photographic evidence,
documentation from field reviews, the submitted monitoring report or the credit release
petition; and
(c) Recommendations for contingency actions or other alternatives to address the problem.

(5) The department, with recommendations from the bank's signatories, shall
evaluate and determine the appropriate contingency actions required for the site. The
department's determination for contingency action(s) must include:

(a) A description of the contingency action(s) that must be undertaken;
(b) A schedule for the sponsor to implement the required contingency action(s);
(c) Any additional monitoring and reporting requirements for the bank, if applicable ; and
(d) Any adjustments to the credits in the wetland bank and the credit release schedule.

(6) interested signatories of the bank shall notify, the department if they have
comments on the proposed contingency actions as specified in WAC 173-700-740.

173-700-611 Notice of required contingency actions (1) The department must submit, in
writing, its determination on required contingency actions to the bank sponsor and the bank's
signatories.

(2) This determination must be attached as an addendum to the bank instrument.

173-700-612 Compliance with required contingency actions (1) If the bank sponsor does
not complete the required contingency actions within the schedule specified in the
department's determination for contingency actions, the department must notify the bank
sponsor that it is out of compliance with the contingency requirements.

(2) The department must send the notification of non-compliance by certified mail
with return receipt requested andmust require a written response from the sponsor.

(3) The sponsor must respond in writing to the department within fifteen days of
receipt of the non-compliance notification. The response shall include an explanation of why
the sponsor has not implemented the required contingency actions and a schedule for when
the sponsor will complete the required contingency actions.

(4) The department, in consultation with interested signatories of the bank, shall
determine whether the reasons provided by the sponsor constitute extenuating circumstances
and shall determine whether to extend the schedule for instituting contingency actions.

(5) If the department determines that the schedule should not be extended, the
department must notify the sponsor by certified mail with return receipt requested that it
intends to either:
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(12) The bank sponsor is responsible for obtaining all approvals for the bank's
signatories when proposing to use credits in a manner that is inconsistent with the terms and
conditions of the bank instrument.

(13) The bank sponsor may request the program manager of the Shorelands and
Environmental Assistance Program to review actions taken to develop the bank instrument if
the sponsor believes that a particular decision raises concern regarding the application of this
rule, or that inadequate progress has been made by the MBRT on the bank instrument.

173-700-710 Role of the department (1) The department is responsible for making the final
decision on bank certifications.

(2) The department must fully consider recommendations from the MBRT and public
comments submitted as part of the certification process.

(3) The department is responsible for inviting members to and convening the MBRT, The
deparnlaent must serve as chair of the MBRT and shall invite the local jurisdiction to serve as co-
chair.

(4) The department is responsible for maintaining master ledgers on certified banks and
authorizing the release of credits as specified in bank instruments under WAC 173-700-415 and
WAC 173-700-410, respectively.

(5) The department shall be responsible for approving financial assurances, and releasing
financial assurances or cashing posted financial assurances to ensure compliance with the terms of a
bank instrument.

(6) The depamnent shall implement the compliance procedures as described in WAC 173-
700-600 through WAC 173-700-630 if a bank is determined to be out of compliance with the terms
of its certification.

(7) The department must determine the requirements for implementation of contingency
actions when a bank is unable to attain its performance standards.

, (8) If the sponsor does not achieve compliance with the temas of the bank instrument within
the timeframe specified by the department, the department may suspend the use of credits as
described in WAC 173-700-630.

173-700-720 Role of local jurisdiction(s) (1) For the purposes of this section, local jurisdiction(s)
means the local jurisdiction(s) where the wetland bank site is located.

(2) The local jurisdiction(s) shall be invited by the department to participate on the MBRT.

(3) The local jurisdiction(s) may participate as co-chair of the MBRT with the department.

(4) After receipt of the department's decision to approve certification, the local jurisdiction(s)
must review the certification and if it concurs with the decision, the local jurisdiction(s) must sign
the bank instrument to indicate its concurrence with the bank certification.

173-700-730 Role of the mitigation bank review team (1) The purposes of a Mitigation
Bank Review Team (MBRT) are to:
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(a) Assist in the development of bank instruments;
(b) Facilitate the review of wetland mitigation bank proposals; and
(c) Avoid duplicative processes for bank certification and approval.

(2) It is the role of the MBRT to help ensure that certified wetland banks are
technically feasible and ecologically desirable.

173-700-731 Mitigation bank review team responsibilities (I) The MBRT shall
participate in negotiations with a bank sponsor on the tenrxs of a bank instrument.

(2) The MBRT shall review certification applications, and propose recommendations
to the department, and the local jurisdiction(s) where the bank is located, on the certification
of individual mitigation banks.

(3) MBRT representatives are responsible for notifying the department if they have
comments for the department to consider on the requirements for contingency actions or on
the release of credits.

173-700-732 Mitigation bank review team membership (I) The MBRT is' composed of a
maximum of 15 members representing agencies with an interest in the bank, including the
department, the local jurisdiction(s), and appropriate representatives from federal, state, and
local regulatory and resource agencies and tribes.

(2) Entities typically invited include, but are not limited to, the US Anrly Corps of
Engineers, the Environmental Protection Agency, US Fish and Wildlife Service, National
Marine Fisheries Service, Natural Resource Conservation Service, Washington Department
of Fish and Wildlife, Washington Department of Natural Resources, tribes, and local
jurisdictions within the proposed bank's service area.

(3) The department naay invite interested members of the public or non-
governmental organizations to participate on the MBRT as advisory members.

(4) The department shall serve as chair of the MBRT and shall invite the local

jurisdiction(s) where the bank is located to serve as co-chair. For bank proposals seeking
federal approvals in addition to state certification, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
representative may also co-chair the MBRT.

173-700-740 Role 6f the banks' signatories (1) Signatory agencies for a bank are responsible for
providing assistance to the department in overseeing the establishment and operations of that bank.

(2) Signatory agencies must notify the department if they determine that the bank is out of
compliance with the terms of its certification and recommend whether compliance actions are
warranted to bring the bank into compliance.

(3) Signatory agencies are encouraged to participate in field reviews of the bard<site for
determining:

(a) Whether the as-built condition of the bank is correct;
(b) Whether contingency actions need to be initiated on a bank site and what those actions should
include; and
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(c) Whether a credit release petition should be gamed.

(4) Signatory agencies shall notify, the department if they have any comments regarding the
department's proposed contingency actions required under WAC 173-700-610.

(5) Signatory agencies should review and provide comments to the department on any
proposed uses of bank credits that are inconsistent with the terms of the certification.

173-700-750 Role of permitting agencies authorizing use of credits (1) Permitting
agencies should document that mitigation sequencing has occurred before approving the use
of banking credits to compensate for unavoidable impacts.

(2) The purpose of the documentation is to ensure that the intent of the authorizing statute is
met. The authorizing statute states that bank credits should only be used for remaining
"unavoidable" impacts after all practicable avoidance and minimization has been implemented.

(3) The rationale used to conclude that the actions are unavoidable should be included in the
permit file for the debit project using bank credits for compensation.

PART IX

APPEALS

173-700-800 Appeals process (1) A decision to issue, deny, or modi_ a final certification
may be appealed to the pollution control hearings board under RCW Chapter 43.21B.
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US Army Corps
of Engineers

Regulatory Branch
Post OfficeBox 3755
Seattle, Washington 98124-2255
Telephone (206) 764-3495 Public Notice Date: 31 March 1994

T. J. Stetz, Environmental Analyst

SPECIAL INFORMATIONAL PUBLIC NOTICE

1993 SUPPLEMENT TO NATIONAL LIST OF PLANT SPECIES THAT OCCUR IN WETLANDS:

NORTHWEST (REGION 9)

In May 1992, the Northwest Interagency Review Panel, composed of members
from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the Soil Conservation
Service, considered written comments from reviewers on 361 plant species.

Most of these plants were on the National List of Plant Species That
Occur in Wetlands: Northwest (Region 9)/Biological Report 88 (26.9) as

published by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in May 1988. Of the 361

species, 292 were changed in indicator status or added to the list. A
copy of the 1993 Supplement to List of Plant Species That Occur in
Wetlands= Northwest (Reqion 9) dated December 1993 is attached. For

plant species not in the 1993 Northwest Supplement, the 1988 Northwest
List remains the appropriate list to use.

Additional copies of the supplement may be acquired by contacting:,

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Portland E%stside Federal Complex
911 Northeast llth Avenue

Portland, Oregon 97232-4181
Telephone (503) 231-6154

Copies of the National List may be obtained from:

National Technical Information Service

5285 Port Royal Road

Springfield, Virginia 22161
Telephone (703) 487-4650

Use of the supplement will become effective the date of this public

notice. All delineation reports, whether currently at the District
Offices or submitted after this date will be reviewed using the 1988

Northwest List with the 1993 Supplement of Plant Species That Occur in
Wetlands.

Questions regarding the appropriate list use in other regions of the

northwest (States of Oregon, Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming (approximately

<
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west of the continental divide) should be directed to the U.S. Army Cot
of Engineers district office maintaining regulatory responsibility c_r

that particular area.

LOCATION - States of Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, and Wyomir,;

(approximately west of the continental divide).

PURPOSE Distribution and announcement of availability of supplement t

northwest plant list and regulatory use.

AUTHORITY - This action pertains to activities proposed under Sec,
of the Clean Water Act and Section I0 of the Rivers and Harbors A%
1899.

POINT OF COh_ACT In Washington:

T. J. Stetz, Environmental Analyst

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Seattle District
Post Office Box 3755

Seattle, Washington 98124-2255

Telephone (206) 764-3495
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1993SUPPLEMENT

TO

t.t$'TOF PLAh_ SPECIESTHAT OCCUR IN WETLANDS:. _

NOR_ (REGION 9)

BY

• PORTER B. REE_ JR.
U.S. FISIt AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

IN COOPERATION

DENNIS PETERS
• U.S.FISI/AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

JIM GOUDZWAM_D
u.s._ CORPSOF_CL_mmS

rvA_LINES
U.S. SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE

FREDWEmT_m_N
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

December 1993

Suppl_aeat To
Biological Report
88C26.9)May1988
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This 1993 Supplement changes or adds indicator status for 292 species to the "List of Plant
Species That Occur in Wetlands: Northwest (Region 9)", May 1988, Biological Report 88
(26.9). The species are alphabetized by scientific name followed by the northwest regional
indicator and common name.

For plant species not in the 1993 Northwest Supplement, the 1988 Northwest List remaias
the appropriate list to use.

In May, 1992, the Northwest Interagency Review Panel (NWIRP) considered written
comments from reviewers on 361 species, most of which were in the 1988 Northwest List.
Reviewers are listed in the appendix. Of the 361 species reviewed, 292 were changed in
indicator or added to the list.

Indicators used are:

OBL Obligate Wetland Species
FACW Facultative Wetland Species
FAC Facultative Species
FACU Facultative Upland Species
UPL Upland Species
NI No Indicator Assigned

A positive (+) or negative (-) sign, when used with indicators, attempts to more specit_cally
define the frequency of occurrence in wetlandg. The positive sign indicates "slightly more
frequently found in wetlands" and the negative sign indicates "slightly less frequently found
in wetlands".

An aste_sk ('_) following a region_t indicator in the !993 Northwest Supplement identifies a
tentative assignment based upon either limited ingormati0n or conflicting reviews. The
asterisk is intended to encourage submission of additional field review information.

The Northwest List will remain dynamic and submission of well documented reviews based
on field experiences are encouraged. The NWIRP anticipates an annual review in mid-winter
of recommended revisions received since the last supplement. A complete submission,
including description and explanation of the variety of field sites and/or data which supports
each submission, is required. Recommended changes submitted without supporting data will
not be considered. For review procedures and fuller descriptions of indictor categories refer
to the 1988 Northwest List.
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The 1993 Northwest Supplement is endorsed by the :NW_rlRP:

Dennis Peters
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Portland _astside Federal Complex

; 911 lqE llth. Avenue . _

Portland, OR 97232-4181

Jim Goudzwam-d

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Portland District
Regulatory and Environmental Resource Branch
Resource Protection and Fish and Wildlife Section
P.O. Box 2946

Portland, OR 97208-2946

Ivan Lines
U.S.D.A., Soil Conservation Service
Rock Pointe Tower II, Suite 450
W. 316 Boone

Spokane, WA 99201

Fred Weinmann

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Region 10
I200 Sixth Avenue

Seattle, WA 98101

Porter B. Reed (Coordinator/Compiler)
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

National Wetlands Inventory.
Suite 101, Monroe Building
9720 Executive Center Drive

St. Petersburg, FL 33702

Publication of a revised "National List of Plant Species That Occur in Wetlands: 1988
National Summary" is anticipated in 1995. This revised List is expected to follow the
taxonomy in a new synonymized checklist of the North American flora to be published by
John Kartesz in 1994.
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APPENDIX

1993 Northwest Supplement ('Region 9) Supplement To
December 1993 Biological Report

88 (26.9) Nfay 1988

Reviewers who provided submissions for consideration during the i992 review by the Northwest
Interagency Review Panel. - - -

Antieau, Clayton Duebendort'er, Tom
1308 N.W. 83rd 8921 188th Street, S.E.
Seattle, WA 98117 Snohomish, WA 98290

Black, Gerry Ewing, Kern
Environmental Protection Specialist 182¢2 2",tthAvenue, N.E ....
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Seattle, WA 98155

Portland District

Route 5, Box 30 Fries, Marc
Astoria, OR 971.03-9308 620 North "C" Street

Tacoma, WA 98403
Chaney, Marty "
USDA, Soil Conservation Service Gamon, lohn

Evergreen Plaza Bldg., Room 502 Washington Dept. of Natur_ Resources
71l Capitol Way - Natural Heritage Program
O_ympia, WA 98501-1.278 P.O. Box 47047

Olympia, WA 98504-7047
Chappe[l, Christopher
Tocoma, WA Gootey, Ed

U.S.Army CorpsofEngineers
Colebrook, Binda P.O. Box 809
3560 Alto Road Riverton, WY 82501
Everson, WA 98247

Halse, Richard

Cooke, Sarah Dept. of Botany & Plant Pathology
PENTEC University ofOregon
120 West Dayton, Suite A27 Cordley Hall 4082
Edmonds, WA 98020 Corvalis, OR 97331

Crawford, Rex Hartley, Iamie
Washington Natural .Sheldon Associates
Heritage Program P.O. Box 22052
Olympia, WA 98501 Seattle, WA 98122
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Howard, Ester Peter, David
B-Twelve Assoc. Olympia, WA 98501
7015 Brighton Lane, South
Seattle, WA 98118 Pierce, John

USDA, ForestService
Kelly, Val Northern Region
Raedeke Assoc. 200 E, Broadway - _
Scientific Con. Missoula, MT 59809
57t1 NE 63rd Street
Seattle, WA 98115 Pointel, Marc

Bureau of Land Management
Kovalchik, Bud Tonopah, NV
U.S. Forest Service

765 Main Street Potash, Laura
Cotville, WA 99114 U.S. Forest Service

21905 64th Avenue NW
Lesher, Robin Mount!ake Terrace, WA 98043
U.S. Forest Service

21905 64th Avenue N.W. Rosenberger, Karin
Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 413 N. Brady Street

Bozeman, MT
Lightcap, Brian
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Sayce, Kathleen
Portland District P.O. Box 9 l
P.O. Box 2946 Nahcotta, WA 98637
Portland, OR 97208-2946

Sheldon, 'Dyanne
Marshall, John Sheldon Associates

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 5031 University Way N.E.
Portland Field Office Number 5 '
2600 SE 98th Avenue, Suite 100 Seattle, WA 98105
Portland, OR 97266

Stevens, Michelle
Maxwell, Cathy 522 Oesk Drive
HCR 78, Box 432 Davis, CA 95616
Naselle, WA 98638
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'1993 NORTHWEST SUPPLEMENT [REGION 9) SUPPLE_ZNT TO

DECEMBER 1993 BIOLOGICAL REPOR

88 (2_.9) MAY 19
SPECIES WITH A CHA_GE IN I_DICATOR STATUS OR ADDED TO NORTHUEST 1958 LIST

SCIENTIFIC NAME INDICATOR COMMONNAME

ABIES GRANDIS (DOUGL. EX D.DON) LINDL. FACU'" FIR,GRAND

ACER CIRCINATUM PURSH FAC- MAPLE,VINE

AGOSERI$ AURANTIACA (HOOK.) GREENE FACt./ FALSE'DANDELION,ORANGE-F, OI.

AGOSERIS GLAUCA(PURSN) D. DIETR. FAC- FALSE-DANDELION,PALE
AGROPYRONREPENS {L._ BEAW. FAC- OUACKGRASS '

AGROPYRON SPICATUM (PURsH) SCRIBN. & J.G. SMITH UPL WHEATGEASS,BLUE-BUNCH

AGROSTIS ALGA L. FAC" REDTOP

AGROSTI$ IDAHOENSIS NASH FACW- BENTGRASS,IDANO

AGROSTIS ROSSIAE VASEY NI BENTGEASS, ROSS'

AGROSTIS STOLONIFERA L. FAC" BENTGRASS, SPREADING

AGROSTIS STOLONIFERA L. WAR. PALUSTRIS (HUDS.) FARW. FA_,(" BENTGRASS,CREEPING

AGROSTIS TENUIS SIBTR. FAC BENTGRASS,COLONIAL

ALNUS CRISPA (DRYAN_. IN AIT.) PURSH FACW" ALDER,GREEN

ALOPECURUS ARUNDINACEUS POIR. FAC" FOXTAIL,CREEPING

ALOPECURUS GEHICULATUS L. OBL FOXTAIL,MEADO_

AMORPHA FRUTICOSA L. FACW INDIGO-BUSH,FALSE

ANGELICA LUCIDA L, FAC+ ANGEL!CA,SEAWATCH"

ANTENNARIA ARL"UATACRONQ. FAC!.P' PUSSY'TOES,ALBERTA

ANTENNARIA CORYMBOSA E. NELS. FAC" PUSSY'TOES,FLAT'TOP

ARNERIA HARITIMA WILLD. FAC" THRIFT,WESTERN ....

_RTEMISIA CANA PURSH FACU" SAGEBRUSH,SILVER

_TEHISIA LONGILOBA (OSTERH.) A.A. BEETLE UPL SAGE,LONG-LEAF

ARTEMISIA LUDOVICIANA NUTT. FACU-" SAGEBRUSH,'w"rlITE

ASARUM CAUDATUMLINDL. FACU" GINGER,LONG-TAIL WILD

ASTER ALPIGENUS (TORR.& GRAY) GRAY FAC" ASTER,ANDERSON'S

ASTRAGALUS BOO INII SHELDON FA_,_" MILk'VETCH,BOOIN'S

ASTRAGALUS LEPTALEUS GRAY OBL" HILK'VETCX,PARK

ATRIPLEX ROSEA L. FACU ORACHE,TUHBLING

BETULA PAPYRIFERA MARSHALL FAC" 31RCH,PAPER ,

BETULA PENDULA ROTH FA_w_ BIRCH, EUROPEAN WEEPING

SOTRYCHIUM SIMPLEX E. HITCHC. FAC" GRAPEFERN,LEAST

BOTRYCHIUM VIRGINIANUM (L.) 5WARTZ FAC" FERN,RATTLESNAKE

BOYKIHIA ELATA (NUTT.) GREENE FAC BROOKFO_4,SANTA LUCIA

BROMUS CILIATUS L. FAG* BRO_E,FRINGED

BRO_IUSJAPONICUS THURS. UPL GNOME,JAPANESE

BROMUSRUBENSL. FACU" BROME,RIPGUT

BROMUS'VULGARIS(HOOK.) SHEAR UPL BROME,COLUHBIA

CALAMAGROSTIS SCOPULORUM M.E. JONES FAC" REEDGRASS,DITCH

CAMASSIA OUAMASH{PURSH) GREENE FACV* CAMASSIA,OOMHON

'CAPSELLA BURSA-PASTORIS(L.) MEDIC. FAL'IJ SHEPHERD'S-PURSE COMMON

CARDAMINE OLIGOSPERMA NUTT. FAC BITTER-CRESS,FEb-SEED

CAREX ABORIGINUH M.E. JONES OBL" SEDGE,INDIAN VALLEY

CAREX AENAE FERNALD FAL'I_ SEDGE,BRONZE

CAREX ARCTA BOOTT OBL SEDGE,NORTHERN CLUSTERED

CAREX CRAWFORDII FERNALD FAC SEDGE,CRAWFORD'S

_EX DE_JEYANASCHWEINITZ FACU" SEDGE,SHORT-SCALE

.._REXHENDERSONII L.H. BAILEY FAC -_DGE,HENDERSON'S

CAREX HO0011 BOOTY FAC SEDGE,HO00'S

CAREX LEPORINA L._ FACIJ SEDGE,HAREJS.FOOT

OAREX MERTE_SII PRESCOTT FAC SEDGE,MERTEN'S

CA EXNOVAL.  AILEY FAC" AR 031644 SEDGE,NEW



1993 NORTHWEST suPPLEMENT (REGION 9) SUPPLEMENT TO

3ECEMBER 1993 BIOLOGICAL REPORT

88 (26.9) MAY 1988
SPECIES _ITH A CHANGE I_ INDICATOR STATUS OR ADDED TO NORTHWEST 1988 LIST

SCIENTIFIC NAME INDICATOR COMMON NAME

:JLREXPAN_ L.H. BAILEY FAC" SEDGE,SAND-DUNE

?JLREXPSEUOOSCIRPOIDEARYDB. FAL'* SEDGE,14ESTERNSINGLE-SPI_E

C EX,mL TA=. TOKESVAN.UTRCU ATACBOOTTBAZLEY SED=,,ORT. ESTTERRITORY
_J_EX SAR'I_ELtI!_EWEY OBL SEDGE,SARTIJELL'S

:AJ_EX$C!RPOIDEAMtCNXo FAC* SEDGE,CANADIAN SINGLE-SPIKE

CAREXSPECTABILI$ DEWEY FACI_ SEDGE,SHOWY

CAREXTENERA DEI4EY FACV* SEDGE,SLENDER

_AREXTUMULICOLA MACKENZ. FACL_" SEDGE,FOOTHILL

JEANOTHUS$ANGUINEUS PURSH UPL CEANOTHUS,RED-STEM

CENTAURIUM UMBELLATUM GILIB. EX FERNALD FAC CENTAURY

:IRCAEA ALPINA L. FAC �ENCHANTER'S-NIGHTSHADESMALL

:IRSIUM EDULE NUTT. FAC THISTLE,EDIBLE

CLAYTONIA CORDIFOLIA S. WATS. FAC SPRINGBEAUTY,HEART-LEAF :

:LAYTONIA SIBIRICA L. FAC SPRINGBEAUTY,SIBERIAN

;LEMATIS LIGUSTICIFOLIA NUTT. • FAt- VIRGIN'S'BOWER,I_ESTERN

CONIOSELINUM CHINENSE (L.) B.S.P. FAir HEMLOCK-PARSLEY

CONIUM MACULATUM L. FAC �POISON-HEMLOCK

:ORALLORRHIZA MACULATA (RAF.) RAF. UPL CORALROOT,SPOTTED

JORNUS CANADENSIS L. FAC BUNCHBERRY,CANADA ,.

CORYLUS CORNUTA MARSHALL FAC'U HAZEL-NUT,BEAKED

:RATAEGUSMONOGYNA JACQ. FACU+* HAWTHORN,ONE-SEED

:REPISCAPILLARIS (L.)_ALL R. FACU" HAWK,S.BEARD,SMOOTH

CRYPSIS ALOPEL'UROIDES (PILLER & MITTERP.) SCHRAD. OBL" * TIMOTHY,FOX-TAIL

:YNOGLOSSUM OFFICINALE L. FACU" GYPSY-FLO£JER

;YRRIPEDIUM FASCICULATUM KELLOGG EX S. VATS. FACU LADY'S-SLIPPER,CLUSTERED

OANTHONIA CALIFORNICA BOLAND. FACL/" OATGRASS,CALIFORNIA

_ICENTRA FORMOSA (ANDR.) WALPERS FACU" BLEEDINGHEARTS,PACIFIC

ICHANTHELIUM OLIGOSANTHES (J.A. SCHULTES) GOULD FACU* WITCHGRASS,NELLER'S

DIGITALIS PURPUREA L. FACU" FOXGLOVE,PURPLE

DIPSACUS SYLVESTRIS HUDS. FAC TEASEL

OOECATHEON CONJUGENS GREENE FACU SHOOTING-STAR,BONNEVILLE

_ODECATHEON JEFFREYI VAN HOUTTE FAC'w_ SHOOTING-STAR,JEFFREY'S

DRABA AUREA VAHL EX NORNEM. FACU" WHITLOW-GRASS,GOLDEN

RYOPTERIS CAHPYLOPTERA(KUNZE) E.H.CLARKSON NI FERN, MOUNTAINUO00

LEOCHARIS BOLANDERI GRAY FAC_+ SPIKERUSH,BOLANDER'S

ELYMUS CINEREUS BCRIBN. & MERRILL FAC _ILD'RYE,BASIN

"PILOBIUM LATIFOLIUM L. FAC_ BEAUTY,RIVER

PIPACTIS GIGANTEA DOUGL. EX NOOK. OBL HELLOBORINE,GIANT

ERIGERON PEREGRINUS (BANKS EX PURSH) GREENE NI FLEABANE,_ANDERING

_RYTNRONIUM GRANDIFLORUM PURSH FACU FAWNLILY,LAMBS-TONGUE

UTHAMIA OCCIDENTALIS MUTT. FACV" FRAGRANT-GOLDEN-ROO,VESTERN

rESTUCA ALTAICA TRIN. FA_" FESCUE,ROUGH

FESTUCA ARUNDINACEA SCHREB. FAC- FESCUE,KENTUCKY

ESTUCA IDAHOENSIS ELMER FACU" FESCUE,BLUEBUNCH

ESTUCA OVINA L. FACU" FESCIJE,SNEEP

FESTUCA RUBRA L. FAC* FESCUE,RED

ESTUCA SUBULATA TRIN. FACU+ FESC--UECBEARDED
.OERKEA PROSERPINACOIDEB WILLD. FACV" MERMAID-WEED,FALSE

FRAGARIA VIRGINIANA DUCHESNE FACU" STRAWBERRY,VIRGINIA

_LEOPSIS TETRAHIT _ NI HEMP-NETTLE,BRITTLE-STEM

AULTHERIA SHALLON PURSH FACU" SALAL
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GENTIAHA AFFINI$ GRISEB. FACU�GENTIAN,PRAIRIE

GERAWIUM RICfIARDSONII FISCH. & TRAUTV. FAC- =, -CRAN. S BILL,RICHARDSON'S

GEUM MACROPHYLLUM _ILLD. FAC_-" AVENS,LARGE-LEAF

GYMNOCARPIUM DRYOPTERIS (L.) E. NEIw_IAN " FAC" _ERN_OAK

I_I,PLOPAPPUS RACEMOSUS (IAJTT.)TORR. FAC" GOLDEN-I.'EED,CLUSTER

_IAPLOPAPPUSUNIFLORU$ (HOOK.) TORN. & GRAY FACV- GOLDEN-_EED,PLANTAIN

HEMICARPHA MICRANTHA (VAHL) PAX OBL D_ARF-BULLRUSH

{EI_ACLEUMLANATUM MICHX. FAC+ COW-PARSNIP

_IEROCHLOE OOORATA (L.) BEAUV. FACIP �GRASS,HOLY

HOLCUS MOLLIB L. FACU" GRASS, CREEPING V_LVET

"IORDEUMBRACNYANTNERUM NEVSKII FACV-" BARLEY,MEADC_

(ORDEUM DEPRESSUM (SCRIBN. & J.G. SMITH) RYDB. FACV" BARLEY,DWARF

HORDEUH HYSTRIX ROTH. FACU+ BARLEY,MEDITERRAnEAN =

_ORDEUM JUBATUM L. FAC BARLEY,FOX-TAIL

IORDEUM PUSILLUM _UTT. FACU" BARLEY;LITTLE

gYPERICUM FORMOSUM H.B.K. FAC- ST. JOHN'S-I,K)RT,WESTERN

HYPERICUHHAJUS (GRAY) BRITTOH FACW- ST. JOHN_S-_._DRT,LARGECANAD!A_

IYPOCHAERIS RADICATA L. FACU" CAT'S-EAR,SPOTTED

_MPATIERS GLANDULIFERA ROYLE FAC_" POLICE._N'S-HELMET

JUNCUS BALTICUS VILLD. FAC'_* RUSH,BALTIC "

UNCUS BUFONIUS L. FAC_ RUSH,TOAD

=US EFFUSUS L. _ACJ RUSH,SOFT

,_NCUS LESUEURII BOLAND. FAC_ RUSH,SALT

"UNCUSTENUIS VILLD. ;A_- RUSH,SLENDER

ACTUCA BIENNIS (MOENCN) FERNALD FAC LETTUCE,BIENNIAL

LACTUCA PULCHELLA (PURSH) DC. FAC.. LETTUCE,CHICORY

;ACTUCA SERRIOLA L. FA_j LETTUCE,PRICKLY

EONTOOON AUTUMNALIS L. FAC" FLOWER,AUGUST

=IGUSTICUH CANADENSE (L.) BR!TTON NO LOVAGE,9ONDO

LISTERA CAURINA PIPER FACIJ T_AYBLADE,_STERN

ISTERA CORDATA (L.) R. BR. FACLI" TWAYBLADE,HEART-LEAF

_.OYDIA SEROTINA (k.) SALISB. EX REICHENB. FACLt LILY,COMMON ALPINE

LORICERA INVOLUCRATA BANKS EX SPRENG. FAC*" HONEYSUCkLE,FOUR-LINE

3NICERA UTAHERSIS 5. _ATS. FAC HONEYSUCkLE,UTAH

JPINUS RIVULAR2S DOUGL. EX L]NDL. FACU LUPINE,RIVERBANK

LUZULA COHOSAE, MEYER FAC" I,_X_ORUSH,HAIRY

"_COPOOIUI40ENOROIOEUM KICHX. FAL'U" CLUBMOSS,TREE-LI_E

'COPOOIUM OBSCURUM L. FACU CLUBMOSS,TREE

LYSIMACHIA PUNCTATAL. OBL" LOQSESTRIFE,BPOTTED

_THRUM PORTULA (L.)D.A._EBB R] LOOSESTRIFE,SPATULA-LEAF

'THRUM SALICARIA L. FACV+ LOOSESTRIFE,PURPLE

,'_DIAGLOMERATA HOOK. FADJ+ TARWEED,MOUNTAIN

MAIANTHEMUM DILATATUM (A. _OOD) A. NELS. & J.F. MACBR. FAC LILY'OF'THE'VALLEY,FALSE

_LUS FUSCA (RAF.) C.K. SCNNEIO. FACJ CRABAPPLE,PACIFIC

...NTMAARVENSIS L. FACJ- MINT,FIELD

MF_YEHSIA PANICULATA (AIT.) G. DON FA_J- BLUEBELLS,TALL

.US SUKSOORFII GRAY FACJ .NDBKEY-FLO_ER,SUKSOORF'S

RABILIS NYCTAGINEA (MICHX.) 14AC_IIL. FACL_" FOU_-O,CLOC_,HEART-LEAF

MITELLA BRE_ERI GRAY FAC" BISHOP'S-CAP,FEATHERY

TELLA PENTANDRA HC_K. FAC" BISHOP'S-CAP,FIVE'POINT

_RUSALBA L. FA_J" MULBERRY,WHITE
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MHLENBERGIA ANDINA (NUTT.) A. HITCHC. FAC MUHLY,FOXTA]L

_HLENBERGIA FILIFORNIS (THURB. EX $. VATS.) RYDB. FAL'_J- MUHLY,PULLUP

t'IUHLENBERGIAGLOMEEATA(WILLD.) TRIN. FACV+ MUH4_Y,MJ_RSH

"MHLENBERGIA NINUTISSIMA (STEUD.) SWALLEN FAC+ _JHLY,LEAST

_HLENBERGIA RACEMOSA (MICHX.) B.S.P. FA_ MIJHLY,GREEN

_JHLENBERGIA RICHARDSONIS (TRIN.) RYDB. FAC+ _HLY,KAT

nEMLERIA CERASIFORMIS (HOOK. & ARN.)LANDON FACU OSO-BERRY

:PLOPANAXHORRIDUS (I.E. SMITH) TORR. & GRJkYEX MIQ. FAC+ DEVIL'S-CLUB

_XALIS TRILLIIFOLIA HOOK. FAC+ I,K)ODSORREL,TRILLIUM-LEAF

PANICUM CAPILLARE L. FACIJ+ _ITCHGRASS

ANICUM VIRGATUM L. FACW S_ITCHGPJ_SS

EDICULARIS CONTORTA BERTH. EX HOOK. FACU LOUSEIJORT,COILED

PENSTEMON ATTENUATUS DOUGL. EX LINDL. FACU* BEARDTONGUE,SULFUR :

ENSTEMON SERRULATUS MENZIES FACU* BEARDTONGUE,CASCADE

ERIDERIDIA GAIRDNERI (HOOK. & ARN.) MATHIAS FAC" YM_PAH,GAIRDNER'S

PETASITES FRIGIDUS (L.) FR. FAC_J. COLTSFOOT,ARCTIC SWEET

_HIPPSIA ALGIDA (PHIPPS) R. BR. OBL GRASS,ICE

HLEUH ALPINUH L. FAL'_J TIMOTHY,ALPINE

vHLEUH PRATENSE L. FAC- TIMOTHY

PHLOX IDAHONSIS WHERRY FACV_ PHLOX,CLEARWATER "

HLOX KELSEYI BRITTON FACV" PHLOX,KELSEY'S

HYLLODOCE EMPETRIFORMIS (I.E. SMITH) D. DON FAC-'U" MOUNTAIN-HEATH,PINK

_HYLLOOOCE GLANDULIFLORA (HOOK.) COVILLE FACU,_ MOUNTAIN-HEATH,YELLOIJ

HYSOCARPUS CAPITATUS (PURSH) k'UNTZE FAC_J-. NINEBARK,PACIFIC

ICEA GLAUCA (MOENCH) VOSS FAC" SPRUCE,WHITE

PINUS CONTORTA DOUGL. EX LOUDON FAC PINE,LODGE-POLE

_IPERIA UNALASCENSIS (SPRENG.) RYDB. NI REINORCHID,ALASI(A

LANTAGO LANCEOLATA L. FAC PLANTAIN,ENGLISH

PLANTAGO M_,JOR L. FAL'U �PLANTAIN,COHMON

PLATANTHERA ORBICULATA (PURSH) LINDL. NI ORCHID,LARGE RCWJND-LEAF

LATANTHERA STRICTA LINDL. FAC_+ BOGORCHID,SLENDER

_LECTRITIS MACROCERA TORR. & GRAY FACIJ+ PLECTRITIS,LOHGHORN

POA ANNUAL. FAC BLUEGRASS,ANNUAL

_A ARCTICA R. BR. FACU" BLUEGRASS,ARCTIC

)A COMPRESSA L. FACU+ BLUEGRASS,CANA3A

POA CURTA RYDB. FACU . BLUEGRASS,_ASATCH

3A NEVADENSIS VASEY EX SCRIBN. FAt" BLUEGRASS,NEVADA

)A PRATENSIS L. FAC BLUEGRASS,KENTUCKY

POA TRIVIALIS L. FACI,t BLUEGRASS,ROJGH

°CX)AGROSTISHUMILIS (VASEY) BJOERKM. FAC_J BENTGP-.ASS,MCXJNTAIH

3LYGONUM BISTORTOIDES PURSH FACV" BISTORT,AMERICAN

_OLYGONUM CUSPIDATUM SIEBOLD & ZUCCAR. FAC'U" KNOTIJEED,JAPANESE

POLYGONUM LAPATHIFOLIL_IL. FAL'_4 WILLOW-_JEED

3LYGONUM SACHALINENSE F. SCHMIDT EX. MAXIM. FACL_ .KNOT_EED,GIANT

_LYPOGON MONSPELIENSIS (L.) DESF. FAC_ GRASS,ANNUAL RABBIT-FOOT

POLYSTICHUM MUNITUM (KAULF.)K.PRESL FACU FERN,PINELAND S_RD

IIMULA ALACLINA A. CHOLEWA & D. HENDERSON OBL" PRIJ_ROSE,ALIC.ALI

_UNUS EMARGINATA (DOUGL. EX HC_)K.)WALPERS FA_J" CHERRY,BITTER

PSEUDOTSUGA MENZIESII (MIRBEL)FRANCO FA_J" FIR,D(XJGLAS

;ILOCARPHUS OREGON'S _UTT. OgL _X_X)LLY-HE._DS,OREGON

_ILOCARPHUS TENELLUS NUTT. OBL WOOLLY-HEAI)S,SLENDER
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PUCCINELLIA CUSICKII WEATHERBY NI GRASS,CUSICK ALKALI

PUCCINELLIA DISTANS (L.) PARLAY. FACI_- GRASS,I4EEPINGALKALI

PUCCINELLIA NUTTALLIAMA (J.A. SCHULTES) A. HITCHC. FACIJ+ GRASS,NUTTALL'S ALKALI

RANUNCULUSESCHSCHOLTZII SCRLECHT. FACV" --BUT_-ER-CUP,ESCRSCHOLTZ

RANUNCULUS GLABERRIMUSH(3OK. FACU BUTTER-CUP,SAGEBRUSH

RANUNCULUSOCCIDENTALIS NUTT. FAC BUTTER-CUP,t,IESTERN

RANUNCULUS UNCINATUS D. DON EX G. DON FAC- BUTTER-CUP,HOOKED

RANUNCULUS VERECUNDUS B. ROB. FAC" BUTTER'CUP,_TBLOPE

RAPHANUS SATIVUS L. N;[ RADISH

RHAMNUS PURSHIANA DC. FAC- BUCKTHORR,r..ASr..ARA

RHINANTHUS CRISTA-GALLI L. FACU YELLO_J-RATTLE,LITTLE

RHOOOOENDRON ALBIFLORUM HOOK. FACU RHOOOOENDRON,WHITE-FLOWER

RIBES CEREUM DOUGL " FAC" CURRANT,WHITE SQUAW

RIBES DIVARICATUM DOUGL. FAC* GOOSEBERRY,SPREADING _

RIBES HUOSONIANUM R/CHARDS. FACW CURRANT,HUDSON BAY

RIBES SETOSUM LINDL. FACW" GOOSEBERRY,BRISTLY

RIBES VISCO$1SSIMUH PURSH FAC CURRANT,STICKY

RIBES _JOLFIIROTHR. FAC" CURRANT,WOLF

ROBINIA PSEUDOACACIA L. FACU LOCUST,BLACK

RORIPPA CURVISILIOUA CHOOK.) BZSSEY ZX BRITTON OBL YELLOIJ-CRESS,CURVETPO0

ROSA EGLANTERIA L. ;ACW" SWEETBRIER

_A GYHNOCARPA NUTT. FAEU ROSE,WOO0

,oSA _UTY,ANA K. PRESL ;AC ROSE,NOOTY,A

ROSA PISOCARPA GRAY FAC ROSE,CLUSTERED

RUBUS BARTONIA_US M.E. PECK FACW" RASPBERRY,BARTON'S

RUBUS DISCOLOR WEIHE & NEES FACU BLACKBERRY,HIMALAYAN

RUBUS PARVIFLORUS NUTT. FAC- THIMBLE-BERRY,WESTERN

RUBUS PROCERUS P.J. MUELL. ;ACU BLACKBERRY,HIMALAYA

RUBUS SPECTABILIS PURSH FAC_ BERRY,SALMON

RUBUS STRIGOSUS MICHX. FAC- RASPBERRY,RED

RUBUS URSINUS CHAM. & SCHLECHT. _A_U DE_BERRY, CALIFORNIA

RUNEX ACETOSELLA L. FACU+ SORREL,SHEEP

Rb_EX CRISPUS L. FAC+ DOCK,CURLY

SALIX ARCTICA PALLAS FAC WILLDW,ARCTIC

SALIX MACCALLIANA ROI,,'LEE FACIJ" WILLOI_,MCCALL'S

SALIX MELANOPSISRUTT. OBL* WILLOtJ,DUSICY

SALIX RETICULATA L. FAC" WILLOIJ,NET-LEAF

SALIX _JOLFII BEBB OBL WILLOW,WOLF

SALSOLA KALI L. UPL THISTLE,RUSSIAN

"SAMBUCUS CERULEA RAF. FACU ELDER,BLUE

SAXIFRAGA ADSCENDENS L. FAG1Z" SAXIFP.AGE,ROCK

SAXIFRAGA INTEGRIFOLIA HOOK. NI SAXIFRAGE,COLUMBIA

SC:RPUS CYPERINUS (L.) K'UNTH OBL WOOL'GRASS

SEDUM ROSEA (L.) SCOP. NI STONECROP,ROSEROOT

SERECIO CYMBALARIOIDES H. BUEK FAL'!,/ GROUNDSEL,CLEFT'LEAF

_EgECIO INTEGERRIMUS NUTT. FACU # GROUNDSEL,LAMBSTONGUE

EClO JACOBAEA L. FACU" STINKING'_ILLIE

SENECIO SERRA HOOK. FACU- '-GR4BUNOSEL,BUTTER_EED

SETARIA VERTICILLATA (L.) BEAUV. FACU- GRASS,BUR BRISTLE

SIDALCEA NELSONIAN_ PIPER FAC CHECKER-MALLOIJ,NELSON'S

SISYRINCHIUH LITTORALE GREENE FAC'J" BLUE-EYE-GR_.SS,ALASKA
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$ A_IUMDULCAMARAL. FAC* WIGHTSHADE,CLIMBING

S BUS SCOPULINA GREENE FAGU MOUNTAIN'ASH,GREENE'S

SPIRAEA BETULIFOLIA PALLAS FAC" MEAILOq'_IJEET,t_HITE

_'RAJ_THES RDMANZOFFIARACHAM. FAC_ LADIES"TRESSES,HOOOED-

S ROBOLU$ AIROIDES (TORR.) TORR. FAC" SAC.ATON,ALKALI

SPOROBOLUSCRYPTANDRUS(TORR.) GRAY FACU- DROPSEED,SAND

SPnROBOLUSHETEROLEPIS (GRAY) GRAY FACU* DROPSEED,PRAIRIE

S LLARIA LAETA RICHARDS. UPL STARWORT,LONG-STALK

S,_LLARIA MEDIA (L.) VILLARS FAC'U CHICKWEED,COMMON

STELLARIA UMBELLATA TURCZ. EX KAREL. &KIR. FAL'_J" STARWORT,UMBELLATE

S NANTHIUM OCCIDENTALE GRAY FAC" FEATHER-BELLS,WESTERN

$ PHORICARPOS OCCIDENTALIS HOOK. NI SNOWBERRY,WESTERN

TAMACETUM VULCARE L. NI TANSY,COMMON

T SCNIA TENUISSIMA (GEYER EX HOOK.) MATHIAS & CONSTANCE FACV" TAUSCHIA,LEIBERG'S

I US BREVIFOLIA NUTT. N] YEW,PACIFiC

TNALICTRUM OCCIDENTALE GRAY FAEIJ* MEADOW-RUE,WESTERN

Tu_LYPTERIS NEVADENSIS (BAKER) CLUTE EX MORTON N] FERN,SIERRA NEVADA MARSH

T MIEA MENZIESII (PURSH) TORR.& GRAY FAC" PLANT,PIGGY-BACK

Tk_ENTALIS BOREALIS RAF. FACV" STARFLOWER,AMERICAN

TRIFOLIUM HAYDENII PORTER UPL CLOVER,HAYDEN

T FOLIUM NYBRIDUM L. FAC CLOVER,ALSIKE

.FOLIUH REPENS L. FAC" CLOVER,WHITE

XILLIUM OVATUM PURSH FACU" TRILLIUM,WESTERN

T SETUMSPICATUM (L.) RICHTER UPL FALSE-OATS,SPIKED

T SETUM WOLFII VASEY FA_ FALSE-OATS,WOLF'S

VACCINIUM CESPITOSUM MICHX. FAC" BLUEBERRY,DWARF

V'ULOOEA ATROPURPUREA (WAHLENB.) FR. FAc-'_ HAIRGRASS,MOUNTAIN

V ATRUM VIRIDE AIT. FA_J FALSE'HELLEBORE,AMERICAN

VERBENA BRACTEATA LAG. & RODRIG. FAC" VERVAIN,PROSTRATE

VERONICA ARVENSIS L. FACU* SPEEDWELL,CORN

V ONICA CUSICKII GRAY FAC" SPEEDWELL,CUSIK'S

V_,.ONICAWORMSKJOLDII ROEM. & J.A. SCHULTES FAG" SPEEDWELL,AMERICAN ALPINE

VIBURNUM TRILOBUM MARSHALL FACW- CRANBERRYBUSH,AMERICAN

V IA AMERICANA MUHL. EX WILLD. FAC" VETCH,AMERICAN PURPLE

V PIA BROMOIDES (L.) S.F. GRAY NI GRASS,BROME SIX-WEEKS

ZIGADENUSELEGARSPURSH FACU DEATHCAMAS,MOUNTAIN-

Z-_.DENUS VENENOSUSS. WATS. FACU" DEATNCAMAS,MEADO_
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1996 National List of Vascular Plant Species That Occur in Wetlands

The Fish and Wildlife Service has prepared a National List of Vascular Plant Species That Occur
in Wetlands: 1996 National Summary (1996 National List). The 1996 National List is a draft
revision of the National List of Plant Species That Occur in Wetlands: 1988 National Summary
(Reed 1988) (1988 National List). The 1996 National List is provided to encourage additional
public review and comments on the draft regional wetland indicator assignments.

The 1996 National List reflects a significant mount of new information that has become
available since 1988 on the wetland affinity of vascular plants. This new information has
resulted from the extensive use of the 1988 National List in the field by individuals involved in
wetland and other resource inventories, wetland identification and delineation, and wetland
research. Interim Regional Interagency Review Panel (Regional Panel) changes in indicator
status as well as additions and deletions to the 1988 National List were documented in Regional
supplements.

The National List was originally developed as an appendix to the Classification of Wetlands and
Deepwater Habitats of the United States (Cowardin et al.1979) to aid in the consistent
application of this classification system for wetlands in the field.. The 1996 National List also
was developed to aid in determining the presence of hydrophytic vegetation in the Clean Water
Act Section 404 wetland regulatory program and in the implementation of the swampbuster
provisions of the Food Security Act. While not required by law or regulation, the Fish and
Wildlife Service is making the 1996 National List available for review and comment.

Copies of the 1996 National List are available from the Fish and Wildlife Service, National
Wetlands Inventory, Suite 101, Monroe Building, 9720 Executive Center Drive, St. Petersburg,
FL 33702-2440. An electronic copy of the 1996 National List is available for downloading from
the World Wide Web at http://www.nwi.fws.gov/ecology.htm . Written comments may be
submitted to the Fish and Wildlife Service, National Wetlands Inventory, Suite 101, Monroe
Building, 9720 Executive Center Drive, St. Petersburg, FL 33702-2440, faxed to (813) 570-
5409, or electronically transmitted to eeology@wetlands.nwi.fws.gov . The principal
agency contacts for the cooperating agencies are Mr. Porter B. Reed, Jr., Fish and Wildlife
Service, at (813) 570-5425, Dr. Russell Theriot, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, at (601) 634-
2733, Mr. William Sipple, Environmental Protection Agency, at (202) 260-6066, and Dr.
Norman Melvin, Natural Resources Conservation Service, at (301) 497-5933.

The 1996 National List was produced under the guidance of National and Regional Panels
composed of representatives from the Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
Environmental Protection Agency, and the Natural Resources Conservation Service. The

National Panel provides guidance and direction for the development and maintenance of the
National List of Vascular Plant Species That Occur in Wetlands. The wetland ecologist of the
National Wetlands Inventory, Fish and Wildlife Service, coordinates the activities of the National
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Panel. The National Panel meets as necessary to review Regional Panel progress and to set
future direction and goals.

The Regional Panels solicit and obtain information from their agency personnel, regional
reviewers, and from published literature to aid in the assignment of regional wetland indicators.
The activities of the Regional Panels are coordinated by a Fish and Wildlife Service

representative, usually the Regional Wetland Inventory Coordinator. The Regional Panels also
meet as necessary, to consider and assess all new submissions recommending changes to the
National List of Vascular Plant Species That Occur in Wetlands that relate to their respective
Regions.

The cooperating agencies responsible for the development and continued enhancement of the
1996 National List have recently signed an Agreement for Coordination in the Refinement of the
National List of Vascular Plant Species That Occur in Wetlands. The 1996 National List
represents the combination of the Regional Lists into a single list. National and Regional Lists
will be released as Fish and Wildlife Service publications and will be made available to the other
agencies and the public.

Regional Lists will be advertised separately in the Federal Register in the future as changes are
made by individual Regional Panels. The production of new National Lists will not occur any
more often than every 5 years. If changes to the Regional Lists become necessary outside the 5-
year cycle, those changes will be made in compliance with these procedures.

To facilitate the development of the new National List of Vascular Plant Species That Occur in
Wetlands, the four principal agencies involved in its preparation agree to work cooperatively at
achieving their collective goal by adhering to the following steps:

1. The Regional Panels prepare an updated draft of the Regional List of Vascular Plant
Species That Occur in Wetlands.

6

2. The Regional Panels submit proposed changes to the Regional List to the National
Panel and identify, those changes to taxa in the updated draft that have potentially
significant impact for wetland identification and/or delineation in the region.

3. The National Panel reviews proposed changes in close consultation with the Regional
Panels. This review includes all technical input and rationale that formed the basis
for proposed changes to each Regional List.

4. The National Panel makes additions/deletions/corrections as needed based on their

review, and in consultation with the Regional Panels. As part of National Panel's
work, agency representatives to the Panel inform the appropriate Headquarters
officials in their respective agencies, of the status of the effort during all phases of the
process. This will include a briefing by the National Panel.
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5. The Service prepares a draft National List and prepares a Notice of Availability in
Federal Register (FR) for public review and comment.

6. Public comments come back to the Service. The National Panel will evaluate the

comments to determine which merit scientific review and input.

7. Comments meriting scientific review are submitted to the Regional Panels, which will
prepare draft responses and clarify any discrepancies.

8. The National Panel, in close consultation with the Regional Panels, reviews the
comments and the Regional Panel responses, resolves differences, and prepares
responses, including modifications of the proposed changes, if needed.

9. The Ecology Section of the National Wetlands Inventory Center summarizes all
responses at each stage of the process and presents the final National List to the
National Panel. The National Panel members will inform the appropriate
Headquarters officials in their respective agencies of the status and effects of the
effort.

10. When the National Panel completes its work on the National List, final technical
determinations, and the effects of those determinations are provided to each agency
Headquarters by their respective National Panel members.

11. The Service, as chair of the National Panel, summarizes all National and Regional
Panel responses and prepares a Notice of Availability in the FR for the fmal revised
National List.

The 1996 National List consolidates all Regional Interagency Review Panel wetland indicator
decisions made since 1988. The revision process followed the same procedures described for the
development of the 1988 National List. Review submitted for each species was examined by
each Regional Panel. A unanimous decision by each Regional Panel on the indicator status for
each species was derived by comparing the new review against the previous review and habitat
provided by botanical manuals and floras. In some regions, habitat expressed by botanical floras
published since the completion of the 1988 National List was extensively used by the Regional
Panels in the development of the 1996 National List.

The 1996 National List has been revised to conform to A Synonymized Checklist of the Vascular
Flora oft he United States, Canada, and Greenland (Kartesz 1994) (1994 Synonymized
Checklist). The 1994 Synonymized Checklist replaces the National List of Scientific Plant
Names (SCS 1982) (NLSPN) followed by the 1988 National List. The 1994 Synonymized
Checklist has been adopted by a number of federal natural resource agencies and is rapidly
becoming the federal standard for vascular plant nomenclature. The Natural Resources
Conservation Service maintains the 1994 Synonymized Checklist as the PLANTS database. The
PLANTS database is accessible electronically at http:lltrident.ftc.nres.usda.gev/plants/ .The
PLANTS database maintains the most current revision of the 1994 Synonymized Checklist and
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state distribution data. Future revisions of the 1996 National List will follow the most currem
version of the PLANTS database.

The conversion of the nomenclature to follow the 1994 Synonymized Checklist has resulted in a
number of changes within the 1996 National List.

1. A few taxa listed in the 1988 National List were designated in the 1994 Synonymized
Checklist as excluded or anomalous names and thus were eliminated from the 1996
National List.

2. A small number of taxa with misapplied or misspelled names were converted
manually to the correct name.

3. A number of infra-taxa (subspecies, varieties, and quadrinomials) occur on the 1996
National List as a result of the merger of many formerly accepted taxa into other
accepted taxa with a different regional wetland indicator. The wetland indicator
assigned to the binomial name for a taxon applies to all infra-taxa unless an indicator
is specifically given for one or more infra-taxa.

4. Where two formerly accepted taxa with different indicators were merged into a single
taxon with no accepted infra-taxa, the Regional Interagency Review Panels have
considered all previous review data for the two or more taxa and developed a single
indicator.

The regional distribution of many taxa in the 1996 National List have been modified to reflect
revised 1994 state distribution data graciously provided by Dr. John T. Kartesz. A small number
of taxa not listed in the 1994 Synonymized Checklist are included in the 1996 National List.
These taxa include names inadvertently omitted, unpublished when the 1994 Synonymized
Checklist was completed, or occur in the western Pacific outside the coverage of the 1994
Synonymized Checklist. Taxa that have had an Obligate Upland indicator applied across all
regions have been removed from the 1996 National List.

The 1996 National List presents for all taxa alphabetically by scientific name the wetland
indicator for each region and subregion and the national indicator range. The national indicator
range represents the span of indicator assignments from the lowest to the highest frequency of
occurrence in wetlands. If a species does not occur in wetlands with an estimated probability equal
to or greater than one percent in any Region, k is not on the 1996 National List.

The wetland indicator represents the estimated probability (likelihood) of a species occurring in
wetlands versus non-wetlands in the region. The probability percentages applied to each indicator
category were provided to enhance an understanding of this methodology. The regional indicator
assignments are not based on the results of a statistical analysis of the occurrence of these species in
wetlands. The indicator assignments are the best approximation of wetland affinity for these
species based upon a synthesis of submitted review comments, published botanical manuals and
literature, and field experience. If a Regional Panel was not able to reach a unanimous decision on
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a species, NA (no agreement) was recorded. An NI (no indicator) was recorded for those species
for which insufficient information was available to determine an indicator stares or that were not
considered by the Regional Panel. An asterisk (*) following a regional indicator identifies tentative
assignments based on limited information or conflicting review. A positive (+) or negative (-) sign
was used with the Facultative indicator categories to more specifically define the regional
frequency of occurrence in wetlands. The positive sign indicates a frequency toward the higher end
of the category (more"frequently found in wetlands). A negative sign indicates a frequency toward
the lower end of the category (less frequently found in wetlands).

Indicator Categories

• Obligate Wetland (OBL). Occur almost always (estimated probability >99%)under natural
conditions in wetlands.

• Facultative Wetland (FACW). Usually occur in wetlands (estimated probability 67%-
99%), but occasionally found in non-wetlands.

• Facultative (FAC). Equally likely to occur in wetlands or non-wetlands (estimated
probability 34%-66%).

• Facultative Upland (FACU). Usually occur in non-wetlands (estimated probability 67%-
99%), but occasionally found in wetlands (estimated probability 1%-33%).

• Obligate Upland (UPL). Occur in wetlands in another region, but occur almost always
(estimated probability >99%) under natural conditions in non-wetlands in the region
specified.

The wetland indicator categories should not be equated to degrees of wetness. Many Obligate
Wetland species occur in permanently or semipermanently flooded wetlands, but a number also
occur and some are restricted to wetlands that are only temporarily or seasonally flooded. The
Facultative Upland species include a diverse collection of plants that range from weedy species
adapted to a number of environmentally stressful or disturbed sites (including wetlands) to species
in which a portion of the gene pool (an ecotype) always occur in wetlands. Both the weedy and
ecotype representatives of the facultative upland category occur in a variety of wetland habitats,
ranging from the driest wetlands to semipermanently flooded wetlands.

The actual frequency of occurrence of a specific species in wetlands may be anywhere within the
frequency range of the indicator category. For example, some species assigned to the Facultative
Upland indicator category may actually have a frequency toward the lower end of the category
whereas other species may actually have a frequency toward the upper end of the category.
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The regions, as defined in the 1988 National List, have been maintained to provide broad
geographic divisions for the Regional Panels. The states comprising the reNons expressed by the
regional codes used in the NLSPN are displayed below.

REGION

CODE REGION STATE(S) IN REGION

1 Northeast CT,DE,KY,MA, MD,ME,NH,NJ,NY,OH,PA,RI,VA,VT,WV
.............."_"................_di_i".................Z_;_X2;'£;'_gN'_g_'I_........................................................................................
............."_-..............."_'o_"_'ei;/i_i........_,N;_;_6,_,_ ..............................................................................................................
............."i".............."f_;_'5[_ ..........._N_g_iemj.g_5;_"N_em5 .....................................................................................
.............."3................._n_isr_ ......._g_t;_e;3.gg;_........................................................................................................................
..............g...............gouiii"i_i_............_5"£;'_"....................................................................................................................................................
..............T................_;uffiwgsi................_;'_ ....................................................................................................................................................
..............._................"_b_o_ ......._U[Nesi-emS";_';V_.......................................................................................................................
..............9...............i_;_w'i;t"..............._ti';_'_"(_esi'_i:ri_;tS_'_X;_(_esie'm'i".......................................................................

0 California CA
A Alaska AK

.............._................___ ................___ue/i-o_d_o_,__d:_7_i;i_;i.....................................................................

.............._t................_£w'£i.........................N"Naw_[_'_'si_is}';'Xg"'(_e_c_"g_'o/ti,"f_"_'t'/fer-a_ii'gi_b's""
of Micronesia), GU (Guam), MH (Marshall Islands), MP (Northern
Mariana Islands), PW (Palau), UM (U.S. Minor Outlying Islands)

The 1996 National List contains subregional indicator assignments that provide a means for the
Regional Panels to describe more accurately the ecological variability of a species within a
region. The subregions, described as Land Resource Regions and Major Land Resource Areas of
the United States, are ecologically defined by the Soil Conservation Service (1981) as geographic
areas with similar soils, climate, water resources, and land use. Subregional wetland indicator
assignments have been applied to only a few species by a limited number of Regional Panels.
We anticipate that the number of subregional indicator assignments will increase substantially as
the 1996 National List is further refined.

A composite list of all synonym names for all accepted taxa included on the 1996 National List
from the 1994 Synonymized Checklist (graciously provided by Dr. John T. Kartesz ) and the
NLSPN is presented alphabetically by scientific name for all synonyms. The previous
acceptance in the 1988 National List of a current synonym is indicated by an (*) preceding the
synonym name. The accepted name from the 1994 Synonymized Checklist is displayed for each
synonym name. The source of each synonym name is presented.

The 1996 National List will remain dynamic and the submission of well documented review
based on field experience is encouraged. We are primarily seeking review of the information
contained in the 1996 National List. However, comments on other taxa not included on the 1996

National List and recommendations for indicator assignments for other subregions are welcome.
Comments that concur with an assigned indicator are as important as reviews supporting a
different indicator. We especially would appreciate receiving review comments on taxa currently
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assigned an "NI" (no indicator) in one or more regions. No previous regional review has been
submitted for these taxa and/or there is limited habitat information in the botanical literature.

All scientific plant names ha a submission except for those taxa occurring in the Western Pacific
must be contained in the 1994 Synonymized Checklist or the PLANTS database. Complete
documentation, including a description and explanation of the variety of field sites and/or data
supporting the recommended wetland indicator, is necessary for the Regional Panels to
adequately understand and consider a submission. A submission should contain a strong
rationale supporting the proposed recommendation including the extent of the area that the field
experience and data provided are based upon. Information presented in the submission from
botanical and ecological texts and periodicals should be supplied with the citation of the source.
The rationale should clearly discuss as part of the field information the percentage of occurrence
of the taxon in both wetland and non-wetland areas. The Regional Panels will consider
submissions ranging from short narratives to those containing detailed vegetation sampling data
analyses. An ideally complete submission should present for each field site referenced in the
submission quantitative community information including the scientific names and importance of
all plant taxa, soils data including classification and morphology (especially the presence of field
indicators) (USDA NRCS 1996), hydrologic data (especially any intensive water table and redox
potential monitoring), and landscape position.

A review form is provided with the 1996 National List on the Ecology Section World Wide Web
site to facilitate review submission. Use of this review form is encouraged but not required.
Completed submissions and review forms can be delivered by the World Wide Web to
eeology@wetlands.nwi.fws.gov
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